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Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
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FALL WON'T BE HUMILIATED
BY MEXICAN AGENTS

FOR

E.

I 111

$2.00 PER YEAR

CHOSEN

TO

Hi

San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 23. A
telegram was received here last night
IS 5TIUJNDER
by Col F. A. Chapa, of Governor W.
H. Hobby's stuff, from Senator Fall
ComCampaign in Clovis ha
of New Mexico, announcing that Senpleted, but Rural DUtricti
ator Fall will not make the trip to
ara Raportinf Slowly
Mexico to attend the inauguration of
ly.
President-eleAlvaro Obregon.
Mr. Smithson was driving south on
Superintendent of Clovis Schools Wins Hot Race from
Cross
Red
the
Miss
Wills,
Louise
More than $500 has been collected
was going' nurse, has announced that there is
The telegram followed closely after
whilo Mr. McG-cMain,
o far In Clovis toward the fourth
Mrs. Otero-Warre- n
by Count of
to
mint on f.rnnd. unit nnither driver saw urgent need
of a loan closet in Cur- an announcement by the Mexican formembership roll call of the Red Crow,
eign
the collision.
other
V.
office
Roberto
the
Pesqueira,
that
until
ry County. Articles in this loan
and the campaign will be conducted
Albuquerque Chosen 1921 Meet.
closet will be kept by the nurse and confidential agent of the southern
until tho firat of December.
WILLFUL ATTEMPT TO
republic
with
headquarters
in
Wash
people
dur
loaned out to needy sick
Reports from the rural districts are
DESTROY PROPERTY
C. MILLER'S HOME
ing their illness, or used in cases of ington, exceeded his authority in is
coming In slowly, only one communAlbuquarqua, N. M., Nov. 24.
suing instruction to consuls along the
IS DESTROYED BY FIRE
ity having reported so far.
(Special)
E. W. Bowyer, superin
One night last week someone pur emergency.
to
border
to
vise
Senator
refuse
The following Is a list of articles
posely slopped up the lavuratory in
city
of
tendent
schools, of Clovis, was
Fall's pasport to Mexico.
Fire originating from an oil stove
VISITING IN TEXAS
alactad president of the Now Mexico,
the gentlemen's rest room at the Ly suggested for the loan closet, and
completely
destroyed
the
residence
of
according
to
Colonel
Senator Fall,
ceum Theatre and turned the wntcr Miss Wills will appreciate it if the
Educational Aatoeiatioa this after
C. Miller on North Pile Street near
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Lindley left on, flooding
tho corridor below peoplo who can donate any of these Chapa, had been delegated by Presi
n
noon, defeating Mrs.
edge
the
dent-elethe
city
of
Monday
limits
Harding
special
to
deliver
a
Wednesday for a short visit with Hardwick Bros, have built for Clovis articles will notify her or bring them
by a count of 97 to 734.
evening.
friends at various points in Texas.
magnificent theatre building with to her office in the Chamber of Com- communication to General Obregon
James M. Bickley, county superinA few of the household goods were
in Mexico City. He was to have been
Miss Gail Lindley accompanied them. every convenience and it Is almost merce building.
of Curry County, was retendent
saved
by
Mrs.
Miller,
who
was
at
accompanied by Colonel Chapa and
impassible to believe that any person
Suggested articles are: sheets, hot
home at the time the blaze started. elected treasurer of the Aassociation.
M.
Captain
W.
Hanson,
the
latter
WILL EAT THANKSGIVING
town would be mean enough to water
bottles,
small sheets for
a Texas Ranger captain, and After making the run, the fire de- Other officials elected were J. A. AtDINNER IN PORTALES commit a depredation as the one
cribs, pillow cases, blankets, tow
kins,
and John Milne,
who recently assisted Senator Fall in partment was forced to return to the
mentioned above.
els, wash cloths, bed spreads, ice
station after more hose in order to secretary.
conducting
investigation
Mexi
an
of
The Jack Wilcox home In Portalcs
caps, rubber sheets, bed socks, night
Albuquerque was selected as tho
can affairs. The party was to enter reach the flames.
will be the scene of a jolly Thanksglv.
PRICE DOES NOT IMPROVE
shirts, white stockings, soap (preferThe house was known as the old annual meeting place for 1921.
Mexico at Juarez, where a special
Mr. and Mrs,
Ing party tomorrow.
ably Ivory), agate basins, foot tubs,
The race for president waa one of
Wheat has sold in Clovis this week
train of the Mexican government was Bill Cavander place, and was a total
Fred E. Dennis, Miss Anne Hull and
pitchers or cans, large or small fcath
logs.
the hottest in the history of tho Asothers from Clovls will be among the for the lowest yet this season. The er pillows, brush and comb, old clean to carry them to Mexico City.
sociation.
From the very start of
market was as low as $1.25 per bush
Kuests.
It is recalled here that Senator Fall
white rags, old newspapers, etc,
the convention, which met Monday,
LOCAL SHRINERS ATTEND
el. Kaffir and maize sold Wednesday
January,
invitation
declined
an
last
Any article of clothing, such as
AMARILLO SHRINE MEET these two candidates stood out above
for 8Gc per hundred.
was
when the senate
bath robes, bed room slippers, etc
all others.
holding sessions in San Antonio, to
LOCAL MENTION
Local Shriners are taking a great
which would be useful in tho sick
REV. ELLIOTT TO HOLD
Mr. Bowyer is noted as one of the
of
gain
purpose
visit
Mexico
the
for
deal of Interest in tho Shrine cere- most prominent educators
REVIVAL AT LUBBOCK room, could be used to advantage.
of the
regarding
information
ing
hand
first
monial at Amarillo today. Mr. and state, and his work in the Clovia
Tho above articles may bo new or
J. F. Martin of Ft. Sumner made t
country.
ln
in
The
conditions
that
Rev. W. M. Elliott, pastor of the old. White clothing and supplies as
Mrs. J. R. Denhof m&do the trip by schools has put Curry County ahead
business trip to Clovis this week.
vitation wob issued by Luis Cabrera, motor Tuesday evening.
First Presbvteriun Church of Olo
A. W. John ns the banner educational county in
a rule, are found to be more useful.
Mrs. Harry Stonehi!! will leave Fri will lenve Monday for Lubbork, when:
at that time secretary for foreign
son, B. W. Johnson,
Johnson, the state.
Space hes been provided in the
to
Amarillo.
Into
Presi
In
day for a short trip
the cabinnte of the
he will conduct a two week's revival nurse's office where these articles con
Dr. E. M. Chapmnn, Dr. A. L. Dillon,
n
Mrs.
has been promident Carranza.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Anderson return- service.
A. J. Whiting and others made tho nent in educational circles in New
be kept. Articles donated will be
ed WedncHiluy from a short visit to
He will be assisted in tho nicotines the property of the local chapter of
trip this morning.
Mexico for some time, and toqk a
BID
Kansas City and other points.
t'V Rev. E. A. Miller, pastor of the the Red Cross and will bo collected CLOVIS MERCHANTS
very active part in the recent state
HOLIDAY
TRADE
FOR
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Hart left Tues Presbyterian churvh of Lubbock.
and returned to the closet at the terelection.
day for a visit with their daughter
mination of the period of illness durMiss Bernice Fry, Commercial ini
beginning to SANIA EE APPRENTICES
merchants
are
Clovis
CLOVI-IN
VISITING
in Brcckenridge, Texas.
ing which they are used.
structor in the Clovis High School,
the Christmas shoppers,
get
for
ready
Miss Wills announces that all the
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Westerfield will
was selected secretary-treasure- r
of
of
Ed Pharr and Erby
They are offering price reductions
TEAM the commercial section of the Assoentertain Thanksgiving Day with I Chillicothe, Texas, arc spending the ladles of the county, and especially that are calculated to stimulate early
10
dinner in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Har Thanksgiving holidays with friends those out of town, are invited to call Christmas buying. Already the ad
ciation Tuesday.
at her office and spend their leisure
ry Stonehill and Mr. and Mrs. J. C in Clovis.
Miss Marie) Fischer, music director
vertising coulms of the News contain Thanksgiving Clash la Clovis Will
time, to rest, to meet the nurse, and
Nelson.
the Clovis schools, gave an address
in
ads.
The
mer
Christinas
attractive
Sattla Football Supremacy
inspect the office.
on musical appreciation during the
VISITING IN ROSWELL
STOP on your way home for bread,
chants of Clovis invite the entire sur
of Railroad Elevens.
course of the convention, and Prof.
plea, cnks, and Parker House rolls at
rounding country to mal.e this their
Mr. and Mrs. Francis A. Murray UNION THANKSGIVING SERVICE
E. C. Parker, principal of the Clovia
ltc
Reed'i Electric Bakery.
shopping headquarters.
The football supremacy
of the High School also appeared
l,
of Clovis, left Wednesday for
on the
L. B. Johnson, engineer at the City
system
Santa
Fe
will be settled on
Let everybody be thankful. Attend
where they will spend tho weekprogram.
THANKSGIVING
power plant, suffered painful injuries
TAKING
Thanksgiving day, when the fast Clo
the Thanksgiving service at the Methend with Mr. Murray's mother.
The convention adjourns tonight
Monday when his hand was caught in
vis team will clash with the eleven
odist church Thursday evening at
with the declamation contests, which
The News is coming to its readers representing Topeka,
the machinery at the plant
Kansas.
7:00 o'clock. Sermon by Rev. Elliott.
FARMERS ARE LEARNING
are held under the direction of E. W.
early this week so that the force may
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Nelson enter
The game will be played on the Bowyer, chairman of the declamatory
TO KEEP LAND AT HOME Music by union choir and Johnson's take Thanksgiving.
All the stores
with
evening
Wednesday
tained
orchestra.
High School athletic grounds, starting committee. Miss Ruby Suman is t
and business houses of Clovis will
Thanksgiving dinner in honor of Dr.
"Necessity is the mother of inven
at 2:30, and promises to be a hard represent Clovis in this contest She
is
ob
Thursday
everyone
and
close
and Mrs. J. B. Westerfield and Mr, tion." Although the wind blows in
fight from the first kick-ofwill enter tho field against ten other
serving the holiday.
and Mrs. Harry Stonehill.
this country and a great deal of real
The Clovis lads, who have built up competitors.
IS
estate changes locations every spring,
a fast team, ure smarting under the
The 1920 convention was by far
tho fanners are finding ways of keep
7 to 0 walloping they received at the the most successful in the history of
ing their farms at home.
IN
Mr. F. W. Towne, of Clovis, and hands of the Kansas team recently, the Association, as well as a
T CASE T
Through tho efforts of the Curry
in attendance, mora than
Miss Ethel M. Bartlett, of Euu Claire, and are going into the game with the
County Farm Bureau, a program of
1700 educators of the state being
Wisconsin, were married in Amarillo determination to come out winner.
Good Markets for Produce Encourout
been
has
carried
WEEK
nstruction
dur
IN CLOVISJHiS
follows:
The Clovis line-u- p
present.
last Wednesday, Rev. Brooks of the
age Bigger Hards and Bat.
ing the past yenr to prevent the blowYates,
(Capt.)
quarter.
cerperforming
church
the
Methodist
tar Grades of Stock
ing away of the soil. Farmers have
Stephens, left end.
MEMBERS OF EASTERN
emony.
WiimllUr Case, Involving $100,000 b"cn advised to leave a considerable
Miller, right end.
STAR GIVE BANQUET
stay
Mr.
in
is
swinging
Amarillo,
short
a
buck.
pendulum
After
Tho
Estate, Coma Up Befora
amount of the fodder on the ground
House, right tacklo.
to
Judge S. G. Bratton.
Towne
Curry
County
Clovis
and
Mrs.
returned
was
"cow
Once
a
the
soil
when
and
at harvest time;
The Blues aren't always unlucky,
Broome, left tackle.
tarts to blow, to list tho land at fre country." Big herds dotted the where they will make their homo.
D'Spain
guards.
Morrison,
and
at least this wasn't the case for
or
Mr. Towne has been a resident of
One of the most important cases to quent intervals at right angles to pre plains whero now the county boasts
W. Conlin, center.
Eastern Star members. Two teams,
of prosperous farms and enterpris- Clovis for some time, and his many
e tried in Curry County for n long vailing winds.
Smitham, left half.
the Blues and the Greens, after an
friends join in extending congratu
time was heard this week before
Instruction in the proper use of ing communities.
Seery, full back.
exciting membership campaign conlations and best wishes.
Then tho railroads enmo, and
Judgo Snm Bratton, the stylo of the fertilizer has also been an important
Kiley, right half.
were entertained by a big feed
test,
cattlq
Mrs,
on
the
forced
men
vs.
suit being Henry Wismiller
item in the program of the Farm
Graham,
Montgomery,
Conlin,
T.
Masonic roomsMonday evening.
in
the
west. Then came the painful pro- GOV. LARRAZOLO PARDONS
Effie Wismiller. Tho pluintiff plead Bureau.
Spettcr, Copeland, substitutes.
The fed was at the expense of the
VILLA
16
RAIDERS
country,
settling
the
until
cess
of
business
in
partner
tho
that he was a
Greens, who lost in the contest The
now the farm homes are as numerous
of the late W. Wismiller, his son, who
victors were led by Mrs. Fred Mc
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 22. Sixteen FARMERS OF COUNTY RAISE
as the big herds that once held sway.
business
conducted a hardware
STANDARDS OF LIVE STOCK Laughlin, while Mrs. A. H. Ashcraft
Mexico,
Villa
of
followers
of
Tancho
Lovett,
is
Evan
pendulum
San
swinging
Mr.
back,
of
the
Frank
But
Clovis, and sued for a hnlf interest
headed the losers. Mrs. A. W. Skar-d- a
sentenced to the New Mexico peni
in the estate. Judgo Bratton render Antonio, Texas, and Miss Louise Eliz and the farmer is finding that along
With two good crop years and proshad charge of the banquet arparticipation in
tentiary
for
life
for
farming
Clovis,
were
mar
Kendall,
abeth
modern
he
with
makca
can
of
Wednesday
even
ed a decision late
County is re- rangements.
pects
third,
Curry
a
for
border
the
across
the
historic
raid
Ing declaring tho senior Mr. Wis- ried at tho home of the Misses Ken a good profit out of certain kinds of
good way to market
But this ilme it is dairy on Columbus, N. M., were pardoned alizing that a
miller to be a partner in tho business dull on East Grand Ave., at 3:00 cattlo.
big crops of grain is to market their ROLLS TO BE READY FOR
by
today
Governor
Larraiolo.
by
Rev.
Sunday
splendid
W.
o'clock
With
the
afternoon,
cattlo.
market for
and entitled to half interest in the
COLLECTOR ABOUT JAN.
All but one had pleaded guilty to products on foot. With this in view,
M. Elliott of the Presbyterian chur:h. dairy products In the county and good
sluto.
get- the county agent, Mr. E. Peterson,
other
degree
murder,
second
tho
couple
Monday
shipping
is
young
for
The
facilities
demand
left
the
the
to
said
in
is
involve
The case
has assisted the farmers In organizing
Tax Assessor George Roach has re
neighborhood of $100,000 and will a short visit with the bride's parents greater than the supp'y, and Curry ting a commuted sentence for first
Duroc-JerseHog Grow- ceived the tax rate from the state
a pure-bre- d
degree
murder.
likely be appealed to the supreme at Winters, Texas, after which they County farmers are coming to realize
The governor stated ho believed the ers Association for the purpose of department and ho is now busy mak
will make their homo at Divine, Tex- tho value, of good dairy herds on the
court for a fuml decision.
ing the extensions
on rolls. Mr.
were ignorant and not criminally promoting tho growth of pure-bre- d
men
Tho plaintiff was represented In the as, where Mr. Lovett will be engaged farm,
stock.
Roach says the rolls will be ready for
emphatically
denied
responsible
and
government
past
work.
During
in
carloads
year,
the
four
&
Hatch of Clovis and
case by Patton
So far thero has been practically the collector about the first week in
The brido has been a resident cf of grade Holatcins and Jersey cows the report that the pardons were "to
the defendant by R. E. Rowells of
with Mexi- no surplus stock to ship away, as January.
Clovis, Goo. L. Reese of Fortalcs and Clovis for some time, and her many have been shipped into the county and further friendly relations
tho farmers have been able to disfriends extend congratulations to the nineteen high grade Holstein calves co."
Hugh Umphries of Amarillo.
pose of their surplus animals on the DEPOSITS OVER TWO
tho
governor
raiders
declares
The
young couple.
havo been imported for the Boys' and
In Probata Court
local market.
MILLION DOLLARS
they
would
duress
as
under
acted1
Girls'
Clubs.
Judgo
the
Steed,
Before Probate
step toward raising
big
Another
to
disobedience
for
been
killed
hnve
This is but a start toward the re
RED CROSS MEETING
firat of the week, S. Grisamore and
Tho four banks of Clovis have over
county was
cord the farmers of the county ex Villa'a orders, and says they told him tho standards in the
Henry Wismiller filed suit for their
pure $2,300,000.00 on deposit according t
mado thois year when twenty-si-x
going
they
were
thought
they
County
Curry
that
meeting
the
A
of
pect
year
to make within another
rights as heirs to the Wismiller estate
bred Poland China gilts were import official statements issued this week.
r,
Cora chapter of the American Red Cross along the line of better dairy herds to attack a Carrancista garrison at
through their
ed for members of the Boys' and Clovis banks are all In excellent conFriday at 2:30 p. and increased profits from dairy, pro Palomas.
Irene Wismiller, now deceased, bejng has boen called for
dition, notwithstanding the fact that
Girl's Clubs.
of
Commerce
of
Chamber
in
m.
the
ducts.
the daughter of W. Wismiller. Their
money is tight
BUILDING
PRESBYTERIANS
request was not granted. This phase fice in Clovis.
VICE PRESIDENT TO
MANSE
BEAUTIFUL
meeting
to
is
the
purpose
of
The
STORK SPECIAL
of the case will also no doubt be ap
VISITING IN ALBUQUERQUE
SPEAK AT CANYON
elect new officer! and members of
pealed.
hag
comThe Presbyterian church
Mr. and Mrs. Romle H. Jones are
the executive committee for the com
Mrs. E. W. Bowyer left WednesThoa, R. Marshall
The Chinese are gradually adopt ing year. W, B. Cramer, chairman rejoicing over their new baby daugh- menced the erection of a beautiful
day
for Albuquerque whero she will
Canyon,
Texas,
on
at
lecture
will
the
south
of
way
requests
just
lot
mans
on
the
ter, Sue May, who arrived by the
ing the European style of footwear, of the executive committee,
Superintendent Bowyer for the
join
ap
speaking
The
80th.
November
At the present time almost 40 per that every member of the Red Cross of the "Stork Route" last Saturday church. It I being constructed of
Thanksgiving holidays. They will renumbers
la
of
of
en
the
pointment
the
on
pushed
work
will
be
present
baby
and
tile
and
evening.
and
county
be
mother
take
Both
the
tent of the footwear In China is re in the
turn to Clovii the last of the week.
a Lyceum course to be held there.
building until it is completed.
are reported as doing nicely.
part in the election of officers.
ported to bo of European make.

II

An excited crowd gathered on Main
Street Tuesday at noun when a car
NURSE'SJOAN CLOSET
drivon by John F. Smithson, of Grady,
collided with one driven by Mr.
People of Curry County Requested
of Havener. Littlo damage was
To Donate Articles of Uia
done, as both curs were moving slow- in tba Sick Room.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS,

The Clovis News
Official Paper of Curry County
EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and Publisher

industry and commerce and upon the
millions of savings, which would otherwise be used to finance new industries and new commerce is beyond all
reason and in exces of public need.
.S'ew Mexico Ruralist.

Entered at the postoffice at Clovis, A LONG, LONG WAY
New Mexico, as second class matter
TO OLD PRICES
nder the act of March 3, 1879.
Pre-wprices we may eventually
see in the years to come. Pre-wj TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One Year
S2M prices we may even see before very
Sl.oO long for a brief period on a few
8ix Months
which are In excessive supForeign Advartittnr Repreterttatrv
ply. But pre-wprices, or anything
THE AMERICAN PKKSS ASSOCIATION
prices, on most comlike pre-wmodities for more than a brief periCOUNTY HAS MUCH TO
od on any commodity are along way
BE THANKFUL FOR ahead of us, says the Dry Goods
Economist.
Clovis and Curry County citizens
Consider textiles. Here prices have
have much to be thankful for this been cut so sharply
that talk of preyear. Few sections have prospered war
level on textiles is especially comduring the past few years as has this mon. But it ought not ta take much
caunty.
Bountiful crops have been thinking on the part of any reasonraised on the farms, new homes by able person to show how impossible
the score have been built in Clovis it is that such an expectation could
and the city has grown to a greater
be realized in the near future.
extent than possibly any other town
On cotton, for example, prices have
fn New Mexico. For all these materibeen, reduced in many instances to
blessings
al
the people of Curry about the
level reached after the arCounty should be very grateful on
mistice, although since that time
this Thanksgiving Day. We can feel wages have advanced 30 per cent and
grateful for the prosperity we have raw cotton has risen 4 or 5 cents per
received and we can feel grateful for pound.
These prices must be pretty
the most health-givinclimate in the close to production costs. To
effect
country.
a further reduction would entail a
While it is true farm products are lowering
of production costs.
not bringing the prices we might hope
To bring production costs down to
for at this time, still the people living
r
level would involve a cut of
in this immediate section are much over 40 per cent in wages, 5
or 6
better off than those of the older cents a pound from present prices of
valagricultural sections where land
raw cotton, and corresponding reducve are so much higher and where tions in fuel, transportation, dyeing
the land is not as productive as here. and finishing materials and other
items. Such radical revisions are obBANKERS URGE THRIFT
viously a long way off. Albuquerque Herald.
The American Banking Association
proposes a three year thrift camEXCESS OF FOREIGNERS
paign to rench every family in the
country. Aas a part of the campaign,
Even before the war, Europeans
government officials would be called were coming to us faster than we
upon to practice the utmost economy could assimilate
them.' Now that
the hardships of life in Europe are
so as to reduce federal expenditures.
The thrift campaign does not mean to sd much greater, it is evident that,
stop buying but to start producing for a long time, immigration must
and saving. We have been through be much larger than it was. There
an org'e of extravagance and waste. is no prophecy i;i saying this. BeSmall savers ore to be the chief ginning from a short time before
source of financing the normal the war, European immigration has
growth of commerce and industry, broken all Tccords, and is yet lim
says the association, adding that pres- ited only by the steerage capacity
ent tax policies offer a srrions check of the ships plying the Atlantic. Iti
to increasing invstment by holders is to be regretted, for this reason,!
of large wealth. Not only must the that there is so little likelihood that
individual citizen nnd vace camor this important subject will be acted
be taupht to save, but our govern- on during the forthcoming session
ment officials must be impressed with of Congress. Nothithstanding
the
this necessity. The tax bJrdon upin need to revise our immigration laws
'

ar

g

pre-wa-

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1920.

Las been recognized since the beginning of the war, this task was put
in abeyance during the last two years
because politician feared the danger of giving offense to the foreign
vote on the eve cf a national election.
Now it is pretty likely to be put off
again until the new administration
shall come into power.
The only gratifying circumstance
is that the discussions of this subject, in and out of Congress, have
revealed a growing recognition
of
the fact that we can no longer be
content with a law which attempts
merely to select the fit from the
unfit.
It has seen that the most
austere rule of fitness anyone has
yet suggested will, nevertheless, under the great urge which the Eer
peans now have come to this country,
admit foreigners faster than we can
absorb them into our Industrial, so
cial and political life. Just as there
is a limit to the quantity of water a
a clear stream may receive from a
muddy one without itself becoming
turbid so there is a limit to the number of Europeans we may admit with
out suffering a change in the character of our national life. The idea
that there is no limit to the capacity
of the "melting pot" is happily coming to be supplanted by the true one
that if we admit Europeans, even of
the desirable kind, as fast as they
want to come, we shall not merely
fail to Americanize them, but ourselves become Europeanizcd. Already
the evidence that this Europeanizing
process has set in obtrude themselves on one who does not keep his
eyes shut. For some years at least
our imigration policy should be such
as will not only exclude all the unfit,
to the degree that that is humanely
possible, but such as will also keep
out a large percentage of those who
are fit by every test.
WANTED

need to take them away from his
home to have a good time with them,
who can be happy with them before
his mother and father.
Wanted, a son with ambition to
amount to something, who believes i i 4
t,
who will not
himself, is
swerve a hair's breadth from truth or
right, who hates vileness, who leads
a clean life.
Wanted, a son who can remember
and keep a promise, who scorns a lie. X
Wanted, a son who has the making
of a man in him. Exchange.

Wanted a son who can tend a furnace and mow the lawn and not
complain.
Wanted, a son who if. on time at
his meals, who can keep his room
clean, and who does not leave his
clothes scattered over the house for
his mothtr to pick up, who is not
selfish or lazy.
Wanted, a son who does not neglect his mother, vho will not whine
for her to 4sTait on him, who is goad
and thoughtful to her, who is proud
ef her, and tells her that he loves her
and doesn't care who hoars him.
Wanted, a son who keeps his temper, who can be happy around the
home, who is respectful of his father
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OLD STANDBY, FOR
ACHES AND

Any man or woman who keep
Moan's handy will tell you

WE WANT YOUR GRAIN

that same thing
those

HI& Elevators Co.

Cramer

PAINS

frequently

ESPECIALLY rheumatic

twinfres.
Sloan's Liniment scatters the congestion and penetrates without rubbing to the afflicted
part, soon relieving the ache and pain.
Kept handy and used everywhere
for reducing and finally eliminating the
pains and aches of lumbago, neuralgia,'
muscle strain, joint stiffness, sprains,
bruises, and the results of exposure.
You just knon from its stimulating:
healthy (x'ort'mt it will do you good I
Sloan's Liniment is sold by all drug
gists 35c, 70c, $1.40.

LANE & SONS GRAIN COMPANY
Implements, Coal and Grain
Our Motto:
"The Price Is The Thing"
See us before you sell..
.

S. W. LANE, Manager

Liniment

READ THE NEWS WANT COLUMN FOR BARGAINS

far Highest Poinhif fudltty at

rWiir

Lowest

Fr'.c:

"Well, 111 Be
Switched"
f .Tclairaed the chap who ';nd just
Lean the why and wherefore of
Spur Oigarc lies. It didn't take him
long to say, "Switch mo to Spurs."
tobacco
.Notice that good
taste in Spurs. Trace it dow n and
you will find it comes from the
Mnd of choice Turkish, fine
toBurley, and other
baccos. Rich refreshing
right.
Finger Spur. If'a fat and
Note the crimped sea- mhome-grow- n

Dinner,

vour

Sunlight Flour

old-lin- n

IfJiti

ih.'ltllf.

judgment if you use

Subscribe for the News $2.00 year.

A SON

"3!

'A

and mother, who can be as chivalrous to his sister as to his sweetheart, r
who offers his father and mother his
seat when they enter the room, who 1
can close a door without slamming it.
who is thoughtful of others.
Wanted, a son who likes the company of older boys but who does not

full-rolle-

Don't Let Thanksgiving Dinner
Worry You.

d.

no
in

pre

iIiot. it'i a now wrinkle
5.:Unj and Spur
e'pr.
i

it all. You'll di:oer that
crimping mca:!? raner drawing,
flower l'i:rn!rir, better ta'tc.
Spur is u
eig.irct'e
the
brown and silver package of twenty, with ite
threefold w rapping, suggests good
taste as plain as day.
Ring out the old, ring in the
new. Start fresh with Spur.
Liggett & Miuj Tobacco Co
ov-n-s

weli-dnvve-

d

rich-lookin-

-:-

-:-

In our store you will find everything for the most complete
menu for your Turkey Day dinner.
Our Motto is "QUICK SERVICE," and we want to show
you what QUICK SERVICE means.
Our prompt, satisfactory service, and the excellent quality
of our groceries and meats will make you our regular customer.

Don't forget us when you prepare your dinner for Thanksgiv-

ing

"

QUICK SERVICE
GROCERY

Pidi a Spur from tha twtt
vaeuumtaaUd tin. tiott ih

,

"Quick Service" ia oar Motto
SOUTH MAIN STREET

firm "fmiV cf it, net a uihijf
cf its falad-i- n fragrant t

PHONE

123

Cigarettes

1.41
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SHE WEIGHED ONLY
NINETY POUNDS
TAKES
TANLAC
AND
NOW
WEIGHS EXACTLY ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTEEN POUNDS.
"When I first began taking Tanlac
I tnly weighed ninety pounds, but I
w weigh one hundred and fifteen,"
said Mrs E. J. Straw, of 710 Crocker
street, Dcs Moines, Iowa.
"I really thought I was not ever
going to get well," she continued, "so
my wonderful recovery has made me
one of tha happiest women la Iowa
nd I believe Tanlac saved my life.
"A year ago I had influenza which
left my kidneys all out of order and
my stomach in such bad condition I
could not eat without suffering ter
ribly afterwards. I also had neuritis
so bad In my right shoulder that I
had not been able to comb my hair
for six months. I tried everything
to get built up again but got worse
all the time and to add t3 my trouble
my nerves gavo 'way; I could not do
any of my housework and had to
spend most of my time in bed.
"When I began taking Tanlac I
had been in bed three weeks, but before I finished the first bottio I was
up and about. Now I have taken
seven bottles and every one has been
worth its weight in gold to me. The
stomach trouble, neuritis and nervousness are entirely gono and I am
so strong I do all the housework without the. least trouble. In fact, I am
nJoying the best of health and I
can't praise Tanlac enough."
Tanlac la soli In Clovis by City
Drug Co., in Texlea by Red Cross
Pharmaoy, and in Melrose by Irwin
(Adverticement)
ft Pool.

G. and Francis M. Dixon, deceased, Thomas L Reagan, deceased, were
No. 228.
granted to me by the Probate Court
Notice is hereby given that S. A. of Curry County, N. M, on the 3rd day
Jones, Administrator of the estate of May, 1919, and all persons having
of John G. and Francis M. Dixon, claims against said estate are requirdeceased, has filed his final report as ed to present same for payment withadministrator of said estate, together in the period af one year from this
with his petition praying for his dis- 10th day of November, 1920, or they
charge: and the Honorable. C. V. will be forever barred.
Stood, Probate Judge of Curry CounWANDA REAGAN,
ty, New Mexico, has set the 3rd day 11-- 1 4 tc
Administratrix.
of January, 1921, at the hour of
10:00 o'clock a. m. at the Court room COLORADO COAL SHOWS
INCREASE OVER 1919
of said Court in Uie City of Clovis,
New Mexico, as the day, time and
Denver, Colo. Coal production in
place for hearing objections, if any
peri
there be, to said report and petition. Colorado, 1,478,934 tons in the
od January 1 to October 31, 1920,
Therefore any person or persons
period
wishing to object are hereby noti- showed a gain over the same
officially
fied to file their objections with the in 1919, it was announced
County Clerk of Curry County, New today.
During October last, 13,322 men
Mexico, on or before the date' set for
were employed In (Jolorado coat
said hearing.
mines. This compared with 13,244 in
(SEAL)
W. C. ZERWER,
output in
County Clerk. September. Tho October
tho principal coal mining counties:
Boulder, 112,135 tons; Weld, 109,-ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
743 tons; Routt, 102,625 tons; Mof
Notice is hereby given that the fat, 823,000 tons; Las Animas, 355,- undersigned was duly appointed ad- 6f6 tons; Huerfano, 172,667 tons
ministrator of the estate of Clan Fremont, 74,497 tons; El Paso, 42,'
Roland Palmer, deceased, by the Pro- 213 tons.
bate Court of Curry County, New
Mexico, on the 6th day of October,
1920, and all persons must present
MOUNCE ITEMS
claims for payments as the law pro4
vides; otherwise, same will be forever
barred within ono year.
(Delayed from last week.)
CASH RAMEY,
Hello! Here comes Maggie and
Administrator
Jiggs after an absence of some time.
ADMINISTRATRIX NOTICE
There was a nice little snow fell
here last Thursday night.
Notice la hereby given that letters
Wheat sowing and threshing bun
of administration upon the estate of die feed is the order of the day.
tc

Kill That Cold With

Court of Curry

County, New Mexico.
S. S. Hinman, plaintiff, vs. Jim
No. 16h4.
Morris, Defendant.
To the Defendant, Jim Morris:
You are hereby notified that there
has been filed and is now pending
against you in the District Court of
Curry County, Now Mexico, a certain
suit wherein S. S. Hinman is plaintiff
and you, the said Jim Morris, are defendant; that said cause in numbered
1684 on the civil docket of suid court
and Patton & Hatch, whose postofficc
address is Clovis, New Mexico, are attorneys for tho plaintiff. You arc
further notified that the generul objects of said suit aru to obtain a decree of tho court ruieting plaintiff's
title in and to the following described
of
West
property,
and lots
block numbered thirty-onall
one and two In block forty-sevein North Park Addition to tho City of
Clovis, Curry County, New Mexico;
and that in said suit plaintiff prays
that the mortgago deed executed to
you by tald plaintiff and his wife on
Febrtary 9th, 1910, recorded in book
2, page 196, covering said property
and securing the payment of a promisor? note in the sum of 1800.00, to
be held and adjudged to be paid and
fully satisfied and that the lien thereof be canceled, set aside and adjudged null and void.
You are further notified that unless you answer the complaint of the
plaintiff in said cause filed, on or before the 81st day of December, A. D.
192A, judgment by default will be
rendered against you and plaintiff
will apply to tho court for the relief
prayed for in his complnint.
Witness my hand, this 10th day of
November, A. D. 1920.
W. C. ZERWER,
(SEAL)
County Clerk.
to-w-

ono-hn-

QUININE

CASCARA
tan

for

Colds, Couth

AND

rOMv

La

Grippe

Neglected Colds are Dangerous

inn

Tako no chances. Keep this standard remoily handy for the first
Breaks up a cold In 24 hours
Rolicves
Grippe in 3 days Excellent for Headache
Quinine in thii form does not affect tho head Coacara ia heat Tonic
No Opiate In Hill's.
Laxative

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

lf

e,

jrt i

Foster-Milbur-

POOL HALL LICENSE

REFUSED

Application for license to operate
a pool hull in Melrose by Walter McCain and Bert Carver was made several weeks aga, but action was not
taken by the City Council until an
opinion was obtained from tho Attorney General about certain technicalities. At a meeting of the Council
Wednesday, the liconse was refused.,
Mayor Downle casting the . deciding
vote. Melrose Messenger.
NOTICE OF FINAL HEARING

In the Probate Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of John

News Classified Ads get results.
Try thum phony 97.

YEARS EXPERIENCE

15

Latest Most

Equipment
All Work Guaranteed

Mr. and Mra Hardy will move
to Moye soon.
Raymond Sudden called on Wesley
and Roy Lee Johnson Sunday
Mr. Walter C. Johnson left last
Sunday morning for Ft. Bliss, Texas.
Thcro have been several of the
girls and boys of this community
joined the Boys' and Girls' Club of
Curry County.
Mr. J. R. Johnson was on the sick
list last week.
JIGGS and MAGGIE

R. DENHOF

REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST

Clovis.

Up-to-D-

ate

DENHOF JEWELRY CO.

Dodge Brothers Cars
Chevrolet Cars

Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

Bad Colds
WET,

stormy weather,

sniffles, and the
heavy cold ia on. Dr. King's New
Discovery breaks it up quickly
and pleasantly.
Head cleaned
up, cough relieved and you feel

better.

At your druggists,

Skarda Auto, Truck and
Tractor Co. .

60c

;..o

I

i

i wff

nnrn

For colds zn&ccughs

Dr.Km$s
FOR 12 YEARS
New Discovery
for Help?

Bowels Begging

is our earnest advise that you build now
come to us for your estimates.
you
that

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Telephone 23

RESPECTFUL

Prompt! Wont Gripo

D fcltoffs Pills

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured

REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL

by I'. cm application!, aa they cannot ream
the dlaiaaitl purtton of tbu cnr. Th.-rit
only ono way to cure catarrhal toafncai,
and Hint la by a conftltuilonal nmerty.
Catnrrhal UuiUnuaa ! cauard by an In.
flam T con'lltlon of the inucoua llnlnff of
the Cuitanhlan Tube. Wh-thla tub la
InDainud you have a rumbllnf sound or Imperfect hearing. and whn It la ctitlri-icloard, L. .i(n.e la the reaull.
I n tea the
Inflammation can bo reduced and thla tuba
to In normal condition,
hearlnc
win be destroyed forever.
Many oaaea of
deafneaa are oauaed by catarrh, which la
a.
an Inflamed condition of tha mucous
Hall'a Catarrh Medlcln acta thru
tha blood on tha muooua surface of the
ay it cm.
We will slva One Hundred Dollars for
By cata of Catarrhal Deafneaa that cannot
Clr-Ula cured by Hall'a Catarrh Medicine,
fret. All Drutciato. 7te.
I. 1. CHENEt CO.. Tolada, X

PRIVATE AMBULANCE

rt"rd

f

There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

It

RELIABLE

Dr. King's Pills will bri- -i you the
happiness of regular, normal bowels
snj liver functioning. Keep feeling?
fit and ready for work or play. Mild
and comdir! iblu to take out always
reliable. S..i.'.c old price, 25 cents.

The man who waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.

A CLOVIS WOMAN'S EXPERIENCE

Can you doubt the evidence of this
Clovis Woman?
Read this:
Mrs. H. L. Warren, N. Thornton
St, Box 6, Clovis, says: There Is
nothing like Doan's Kidney Pillu for
all symptom of kidney comph'nt..
Some time ago my kidneys cajsed
me a lot of annoyance. Right across
tho small of my back I had a heavy
dull, bearing down pain that never
semcd to let up. My kidneys were
bothering me at times and I was
often troubled with dizzy spells. I
found Immediate relief upon using
Doan's Kidney Pills and about one
box cured mo.
n
60c, at all dealers.
6
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

J.

andfl.20abotti.

NOTICE OF SUIT

In the District

There were a few "spooks" walked
around In this neighborhood Hallowe'en night We wonder where they
went after they left Johnson's and
Waggner'aT
Miss Helen Johnson is at home
again after spending some time in

Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
JOHNSON BEOS.
Night Phone 239

Day Phone 211

0

I

It's a cinch
to figure why
Camels sell!

--"NX
7,
f
TV
J X

V

--

U

Clovis, New Mexico

I

The Housewife s
f
The modom laundry is

the

s
'

You should know why Camels
are so unusual, so refreshing, so
satisfying. First, quality second,
Carnel3 er.pcrt blend of choice Turkish
and choice Domestic tobaccos which
youU certainly prefer to either kind
smoked straight I

housewife's

Laundry troubles at this season of tho
year when the weather is disagreeable are extremely vexing. Solve the washing problem by
patronizing us. The charge is reasonable and
you are relieved of much hard work.

i

friend.

ski

U";

Camels blend makes possible that
wonderful mellow' mildness yet all the
desirable body i3 there I And, Camels
never tire your taste
1

You'll appreciate Cameb freedem
from any unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or unpleasant cigaretty odor I

For your own satisfaction company

Camch puff by puff wfj any ca-rer- fe
in tho world at any price I

Tho Clovis, Steam Laundry
PfcONE 48

X

.

BLEHD
UAMTT

m

J Jl

Comof r moMtmywtmn im oeiontiScaffr eveVW rek4mnf20 tijm
rWlM lor 10 cento, or (en
cM I 300 .'njararloal in a
Mir-cercarton We Urofity facmenmand tn aartaeiffatauw
Aw loo
homo or onion aapnfjr or 0041 yoo lfovt&

R.

J.

REYNOLDS

TOBACCO CO,

WbattM-Sai-

,

K C,
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75,000.00 WORTH OF NEW
You Need This Merchandise and You Can Now Buy It At Almost Pr
Prices Are Cut To The Limit. We Believe Prices Should

This Tremendous
Sale Begins
BIQ LOSS ON

d

at
at
at
at
at
at

$47.50
$42.50
$40.00
$37.50
$28.50
$12.50

Ladies' Coats
and CLOAKS
$85.00
$77.50
$75.00
$67.50
$52.50
$42.50
$37.50
$29.50
$15.00

Values at

Values
Values
Values
Values
Values
Values
Values
Values

at
at
at
as

at

at
at
at

$57.50
$47.50
$45.00
$42.50
$37.50
$27.50
$22.50
$19.50
$ 9.50

BIG SILK SALE
Peau De Seau, $4.00 Value $1.99
Georgetes, $3.50 Value at $1.79
Messaline, $2.75 Value at $1.37
Taffetas, $2.75 Value at $1.37
Crepe de Chine, $2.50 Value

at

$1.69

Bo sure to be here to get your Silk Dress.
New standard cloth the biggest bargain of
the Sale.

$45.00
$40.00
$35.00
$37.50
$25.00

at
at
at
at
at

Values
Values
Values
Values
Values

$29.50
$27.50
$22.50
24.50
$15.50

All

Kinds-One-T-

37ic

POPLIN
35c

SUITINGS
Nice Assortment

37ic
No Returns.

TO)
South Main Street

GINGHAM

$8.88
$4.79
$3.69
$3.39

$3.25
$2.75
$2.25
$1.50
'

$2.39
$1.69
$1.39

MIDDY BLOUSES
$1.69
$2.75 Values at
$1.48
$2.00 Values at
$1.38
$1.65 Values at

LADIES' SILK GOWNS
Value about $8.50

$3.39

LADIES' Outing GOWNS
$3.75 Values at
$2.85 Values at

$2.39
$1.69

SHEETING
94

81

No Alterations.

at

'

Ladies' Dress Shoes, Patent High
Heel, Big Lot that we bought to
sell at $12.50 pr.
!
While they last $23?

69c

DRESS GOODS
Satine Black

$1.98
98c
87c
67c
39c
29c
17c

Misses' and Children's Hose
07 ic
$1.00 Value at
37-- c
65c Value c.i
50c Value at
32c

Serge
Serge
Serge
Serge
Plaids-P- art

$4.50
$3.75
$2.69
$1.69

$2.50 Silk Linings

Jd)

47c
.

23jc

OUTINGS

27c
19c

PERCALES
33 inch Standard darks and

23 yd.

limits

Hl3:c.'. Muslin, Good Grade
Special 21c

DRESS GINGHAMS
Was selling at 50c, 50o and 35c

Big Lot Going at
23Jc yd.
Gingham Apron Checks
17c

$1.19
t

85c

35c Value
25c Value

Wool

$2.00 Value

v

"

$1,25 Value at
75c Value at
45c Value While it lasts.

WOOL DRESS GOODS
$7.00
$5.50
$3.50
$2.50

$13.50
$9.50
$7.50
. $5.50
. $3.65

75c, $1.00 and $1.25

$3.50 Value at
$2.00 Value at
$1.50 Value at
$1.00 Value at
60c Value at
40c Value at
25c Value at

inches wide, Bleached, Extra Good Grade

69c

$1.88
$1.69
$1.38
98c

LADIES' HOSE

styles.

........
........

at
at
at
at

One Lot selling regularly

Extra well made and the very latest

$3.00 Value at
$2.50 Value at
$2.00 Value at

Values
Values
Values
Values

DRESSES

All Going at

WASH BLOUSES

$17.50 Value
$13.50 Value
$10.00 Value
$8.50 Value
$5.50 Value

MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S

TEICOLfiTTE, MINONETTE, AND SILK

$5.88

Ladies Fine Shoes

BIG REDUCTIONS
$3.69
$5,50 Values at
$2.39
$3.50 Values at

New fine knitted Sweaters and Blouses; a
mo3t practical new garment that answers the
purpose of a Sweater as well as a Blouse.

Very Special Price

One Lot Sunrise Silk

GINGHAM DRESSES

SILK WAISTS
$12.50 Values at
$7.50 Values at
$6.50 Values at
$5.50 Values at
$9.50 Values at

NEX
MAKING YOUR DOLLAR WORTH AS Mil

DA

Off

hird

AWAY DOWN!

PRICES ARE DOWN

SKIRTS

One Dozen

60c Value at

Our buyer is just back from a Big Fiv
were sold there entirely regardless of col
cream of these w

From Boston and New York

& Co.
Bought mostly from Marshall-FielThese Suits marked at a very reasonable price
at beginning of season.

Values
Values
Values
Values
Values
Values

ii. 9

Ladies1 Dresses

Ladies' Suits
$75.00
$65.00
$60.00
$50.00
$42.50
$20.00

r MOV,

FTnl

98c yd.

h, m u)

High Grade Ginghams at
per yd. 21c

Elf
THE HIGH PRh

w

Second Section
Second Section
Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VOL. 14, NUMBER 22.

SIXTEEN PACES
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COUNTY AGENT MAKES

fARMEDS
KEEPING
Seael

OF

OF

UPWITHTIMES

SaUction Playing Important
Rola In increased Production on Farm.

The report of the county agent,
Mr E. Peterson, for the fiscal year,
reveals some interesting facts regardTwanty-twTrucks Take Childron to ing the progress of farming and farm
conditions in Curry County.
and From School.
Enroll
mant it About 3,600.
The educational campaign
elimo

for

Although only a f?w years ago tho
of Curry County consisted mostly of claim holders, the county Is today one of the most
airricultural districts in the southwest.
The proKrvsa that has been made,
even in tho past five years is remarkable, and can be traced largely to
the consistent efforts of the farmers
to raise better crops each year. In
cooperation with the Farm Bureau,
thae farmers have made numerous
teeta to determine which crops will be
most productive in this part of the
country, and which varieties of seed
will produce the most per acre.
Different varieties of corn have
a
been experimented with, until
standard has been set. Wheat has
been tested, and different kinds imported. Smut treatments have been
tried with such success that it is expected that by next year this disease
will be reduced to a minimum in the
ounty. Farmers have found that the
lwarf varieties of kaffir and maize
Walter Pulitzer says, "Arguing
stand tho droughts better and yield
mare per acre, and therefore these with a woman is like going into a
have been practically adopted as the shower bath with a umbrella. What
good will it do you?"
standard.
While better seed selection and imAll the latest Q. R. S. player piano
proved farming methods have occurolls. N'unn Electric Co.
pied the thoughts of the farmer,
acreage hus taken care of
itself, and each ycur the amount of
Let All Give Thanks.
land under cultivation is increasing.
This, with tho progress Curry County
By T. C. Harbaugh.
In tin forests
is making along other lines, is making
olden
jv?
j--, Jier tho bonner county of the south
west.

hog cholera broke out last year, a
campaign was started.
Two hundred hogs were vaccinated
and serious outbreaks prevented.
Registered horses, cattle and hogs
have been imported, and more than
3,000 pure-bre- d
chickens have been
brought into the county as the remit of the drive for better stock and
poultry on the farms.
During the year the agent made
663 visits to farms, held 1,463 office
consultations, and held 116 meetings
with a total attendance of 6373.

VARLY RECORD prevention

GOOD

Curry County has boasted for some
time of the best school system in the
state, and the rapid progress during
the last year or two bids fair to make
this system tho best in the southwest.
Although the school enumeration
of tho county is not completed it is
estimated that there are some 3000
A
school children in the county.
splendid corps of teachers are employed in the schools, and are keeping up the high standards of the
county.
In the rural districts, twenty-tw- o
trucks are used to take the children to and from the schools, and in
addition to these twj private cars
are used at Claud. Claud,
at Claud. Claud,
Bcllview and Ranchvale boast
of new school buildings, the total cost
of which is approximately $80,000,
and other communities are planning
new buildings with tho coming of
another year.

jMipulution

V

Like every other business mun, the
farmer of today knows the real value
of advertising.
This year, wh-- n the labor situation
was acute, and when Curry County
farmer wore neodinsr farm hands im
mediatelythey advertised. A rep
resentative body of farmers, together
with officials of the Farm Bureau
and the Clovis Chamber of Commerce
met and discussed the situation.
After determining the wages that
should be paid, they sent out adver
tisements to every paper In eastern
New Mexico and tho Texas Pan
handle. The Chamber of Commerce
was mado an employment agency
and throuith this agency alono more
than 200 men were placed. Many
others whs cume in response to the
ndvvortisements were hired directly

HAVE PASSED
SINCE WE INAUGURATED OUR BIG "STOCK
REDUCTION" SALE.

rMkl

"by

tho farmers.

WOMAN'S CLUB TEA
The Woman's Club will give a tea
Friday afternoon, December 3, 1920,
at tho homo of Mrs. Anna E. Janes,
405 North Wallace, far tho benefit
of the Red Cross Loan Closet which
will be used by the community nurse.
All tho ladies clubs of tho city are.
invited to attend, and invitation is
extended to all members of various
church societies.
Each guest is asked to bring some
article that can be used in or about
a sick room, such as sheets, hot water
battles, small sheets for cribs, pillow
cases, blankets, towels, wash cloths,
bed spreads, ice caps, rubber sheets,
bed socks, night shirts, white stockings, aoap (preferably Ivory), agate
basins, foot tubs, pitchers or cans,
large or small feather pillows, brush
and comb, old clean white rags, old
newspapers, etc.
Any article of clothing, such as
hath robes, bedroom slippers, etc.,
which would be useful in the sick
Mom, could bo used to advantage.
The above articles may bo new or
old. Whiio clothing unA supplies as
a rule, are found to bo more useful.
A short program will bo rendered
nd visitors will bo served their fav-

orite tea.
SEVENTH

CRADE
TEACHERS

HONORED

Little Miss Marian Hotle, assisted
by her mother, entertained in honor
of tho seventh grado teachers last
Wednesday evening. A most delicious
six o'clock dinner was enjoyed and
the following are proud to be the
teachers of litle Miss Marian: Miss
Patching, Miss Roach, Mias(Bowman
nd Miss Fischer.
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Cnnvritfht, 1920,
11. Kiicliluum Cuatpany
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In that tunc hundreds of people have availed
themselves of our wonderful values in fine apparel
and Dry Goods of all kinds. You, too, may profit
thru this unusual event if you will come in NOW

f

M

while we are still able to show fresh new designs and

patterns.

II

bless the Qlver
bounties free.
call, alike on all
ot Thmiksgivlns fall.

MEN'S OVERCOATS

We've garnered for our
The fields of golden (rain,
For well we know that need-tim- e
Will come to earth again i
Each thankful heart remembers
The harvests that have sped.
And In the cool Novembers
Is bowed the grntntul head;
And hymn and prayer meet on the air,
And gratitude la everywhere.
need-tim- e

O day renowned
O I'llgrlm-glve- n

aSSS?c $16.75

MEN'S $25 OVERCOATS
Men's Suits

In story!

morn.
In humbleness and glory
In bleak New Knaland born
We hall thee with devotion
Beneath the roof and tree;
From ocean unto ocean
Beloved by all the free;
The hymns thnt rise toward the aklea
Are rich In holy symphonies.

B:ck.8:

Shirts

Boys Suits

$31.50

PINE WOOL SHIRTS

$10.00 Suits now

$ 8.00

$40.00 Suits now

$36.00

$8.00 to $9.00 Values now selling

$12.50 Suits now

$10.00

$50.00 Suits now

$45.00

at $6.50 Plus Tax

$15.00 Suits now

$12.00

$55.00 Suits now

$49.50

$1)0.00

Suits now

$54.00

$07.50 Suits now

$60.75

Sweaters

Shirts
$4.50 Shirts
$5.00 Shirts
$(3.00 Shirts
$7.50 Shirts
$:i.50

$17.50 Suits now

$14.00

now

$2,807 $20.00 Suits
now

$16.00

now

$3.60

now

$4.00

now

$4.80

now

$6.00

$22.50 Suits now

SCARFS at 20
Men's

Union.)

Slip-o-

REDUCTION
n

$10.00 Values now

$ 8.00

$12.50 Values now

$10.00

vidual Citlztn.

$14.50 Values now

$11.60

With the coming of Thnnksgtvlng
wock, the week Unit Includes the day
set annrt by tho proclamation of th
President of the United States for
expression by tho people of their devout thankfulness to the Almighty
for the blessings of the year, comes a
spirit of meditation. It Is not necessary to turn to the world at Inrge for
a text for the blessings of the year,
other tli on as this general situation Is
reflected In the measure of America's
content. The blessings of a nation are
the aggregate blessings of the Individuals of the nntlou. Tho pursuit of
happiness Is never successful as an
Individual pursuit, however, and thus
the blessings of the Individual are
largely those that are the blessings of
the nation likewise. So the weave of
the threads of the many Individuals
contribute to the general welfare and
the loom unceasing works, And Into
the fabric U spun the golden threads
of Idealism, tho purple thread! of nobility, the white threads of purity, tho
blue threads of truth, the ctimsoa
threads of devotion tod tho goldea
threads of religion.

$15.00 Values now

$12.00

OF THE

NATION

Up, They Are Simply the
gregate Blessings of the Indi-

8ummad

Ag-

Men's and Boys' Sweaters and
f

10

Dress Shirts

Sweaters
$2.50
$;?.00

$:i.50
$4.50
$5.00

Jerseys

$6.00

DISCOUNT

$7.50

Shirts
Shirts
Shirts
Shirts
Shirts
Shirts
Shirts

$18.00

ALL KNIT UNDERWEAR AT
20

LADIES' SWEATERS AND

BLESSINGS

.. $19.75

Suits now

$.'55.00

Within the sacred chnnrels,
fieyond the lowliest door.
Thanksgiving's sweet evangels
Are sung by rich and poor;
In gladness and not sorrow
May all togetlier pray.
So that our Innd's
May echo Clod's
And blessings greet all hearts that meet
Where final the anthems pure and sweet

t(A MM. WealurD Nawipeper

Elinor Glyn, the author of "Three
Weeks" and other novels, has just arrived on the Mauretania. She is her
to find a new hero, or somebody in
real life from whose personality aha
can draw a real hero.
She says: "He must be handsome,
as chivalrous as Bayard, as strong as
Sampson and as ambitions as Nape-lean- ."

MORE THAN TWO WEEKS

sea.

The while wo
For all Hli
Ha hears our
The bleaslrfs

4.

ELINOR, LOOK NO FURTHER

That Shake a Wicked Flop!

TV In russet hue and
aolden.
lletore isovemoers
blunt;
Clear Hows tho sunlit river
Toward th shade-In- s

h

and eighth grado teachers.
Covers
were laid for eleven and a real
Thanksgiving feast was spread. In
the absonco of Mr. Roberts, by a contest, it fell to the lot of Miss Fischer
to car a the turkey, which she did
with the ease and grace of an adapt.
Music was enjoyed and Mrs. Roberts'
gracious hospitality is still being sung
by the following who were tho recipients thereof: Miss Parker, Miss
Patching, Miss Bowman, Miss Roach,
Miss Darden, Miss Monroo, Miss Fischer and Mrs Yost. Edith and John
Roberts, whose teachers were the
honoreoa, assisted Mrs. Roberts in

P
P
IT K

Lk-e-

ri-T-

$2.00 PER YEAR

SIXTEEN PAGES

ination of smut from wheat and grain
sorghums has met with big success,
more than 25,000 bushels of seed
Elinor's search is over almost as
wheat and small grains have been
soon as it started. She need look n
treated which will, if an average crop
further. The location of our office
is raised, save the farmers of the
AND 8th CRADE
7h
is well known.
county more than $60,000.00.
TEACHERS ENTERTAINED
More than 15,000 head of cattle
If the supreme council of th
entertaining.
have been vaccinated with germ-fre- e
Mrs. Jeff Roberts entertained last
league of nations wants to take vaaggressions, and 6,000 with Govern- Friday evening with a six o'clock
All tho latest Q. R. S. player piano cation, why not leave Madame Ouija
ment vaccine. When the epidemic of dinner complimenting the seventh rolls. Nunn Electric Co.
on the job?

Hol-len- e,

FARMER KNOWS REAL
VALUE OF ADVERTISING

Paper of U. S. Land Office

Official

REDUCTION

SUEDE SHOES AND PUMPS
Values $15 to $18 at .
$10.00 PER PAIR

now

$2.12

now

$2.55

now

$2.97

now

$3.82

now

$4.25

now

$5.10

OTHER SHOES

now

$6.37

10

LADIES' SHOES
AT HALF PRICE

DNE LOT OF

DISCOUNT

We Still Have a Good Showing of Ladies' Apparel
.

BUT TO OBTAIN JUST THE STYLE AND COLOR YOU MOST DESIRE WE WOULD ADVISE
THAT YOU DO NOT DELAY YOUR SHOPPING LONGER.

Our Entire Stock of Ladies' and Children's Ready-to-WeHeavy Reductions.

W.

I.

ar

Offered at

Luikart k Company

t
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PAPER WILL BE LAST

Prcu reports tell us that prices arc
beginning to come down, and tome
evidence of the good news can be
found in many lines of merchani
dise in the local markets. Flivvers are
J
V
selling for less, sugur has taken a tum
ble, it is said that clothing ai'd shoes
well be cheaper.
IS
M
f T Jft W
But the thing in which the pub
ft 1 J 1 I
lisher is most interested is paper, and
those who claim to, and should know,
say thut it will be one of the last com
modities to drop. The reason they
give is shortage of world supply. The
usual supply carried by the mills has
THERE IS AS MUCH IN THE FIT AS IN
not been In evidence for the past two
years at least. In place of ft surplus
THE QUALITY OF YOUR SHOES.
frm which to fill orders the mills
arc from three months to a year behind on orders. There are practically
First, wti handle only first quality poods, as to
no stocks in the hands of the jobbers.
workmanship and materials.
Houses that under normal conditions
would be carrying heavy stocks have
as important, we must fit your foot before
practically nothing on their nhelvcs
we will let a pair of shoes leave our store.
at the present time, and for months
have been using every shipment they
We guarantee your foot comfort, economy,
could get to fill back orders. In the
same way the stocks in the hands of
the printers of the country are depleted. In the big printing establishments in place of going to the stock
room for paper when the press is
ready to run, they are holding presses
waiting for the stock to come in.
And the wine ones say that even
with a decreased demand, should that
decrensed demand come, it will be
several months, possibly more than a
year, before the mills can catch up
and again give us a normal condition
in the paper market. Until that time,
sent the same within the time preNOTICE
they say, we cannot hope for any apIn tho Frobate Court of Curry scribed by law.
price
of
in
the
preciable decrease
County, New Mexico.
Dated this 1st day of November,
paper.
In the matter of the estate of Ben- 1920.
And In the meantime the spot marAMANDA VIERS,
jamin F. Viers, deceased, No. 3 1 2.
ket on print paper has advanced in
Executrix.
Notice is hereby given that Amanthe last thirty days.
da Viers was appointed executrix of
English scientists have decided that
In 1892 the law society of Toronto the last will and testament and of the pasing electricity through freshly cat
extended to women the privilege of estate of Benjamin F. Viers, deceas- timber makes it more resistant from
practicing in the courts of that city. ed, on the 1st dny of November, decay from fungus growth.
1020, by the Probate Court of Curry
The number of women who have County, New Mexico, and all person
This new drug, dihydroxypheny-tlethylamin- o,
written autobiographys is extremely having claims against the estate of
sounds as if all it
the said decedent nre required to pre
small.
was a raisin.
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Copyright 1920 Hart Schaffncr & Mare

Considering quality our Prices aro Low

We're offering you the finest
fabrics and the best
tailoring to be had. WeVe
made the prices very low in
comparison. We refund your
money if you aren't satisfied.
all-w- ool

MANDELL
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The home of Hart Sclmi'fner & Marx clothes
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CARS
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EPISCOPAL CHURCH

PHONE 97 FOR JOB PRINTING OF ALL KINDS.
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$1

service at 10:110 a.
minutes.
Usual Sunday services.
Holy Cumunion at 7 :H0 a. m.
Sunday School, !):45 a. m.
Morning Prayer and sermon at
1 :00 a. m.
Evening Prayer and sermon, 7:30

N

Thanksgiving

m., lasting

1

forty-fiv- e

p. m.
All invited to attend.
W. W. Brander,

ADMINISTRATOR'S

,
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TOM MIX RIDERS
WIN RODEO PRIZE
Tom Mix, the daredevil Fox star,
Wcently learned that there is such
being too good in
ft thing
tog "stunts." At the annual rodeo
championship contests in Prescott,
Arlr-r-wh'ch town Mix mado
exteriors for "Tho Texan," coming to
the Lyceum, Saturday night, Novem- ber 20th the star because of his skill
ran barred from participating in the
events and had to content himself
With serving as one of the judges.
But members of the Mix cowboy
Cavalcade succeeded in getting even
With the managers of the Prescott
classic by taking away two firat priz-Ed Hendershott, a crack roper,
won the steer bulldogirinrr contest, his
lime beirg 24 reconds. He detfeat-Ti- d
"Wild Bill" Simon, the pride of
hair-rais- -,

jr

?l

Tfi
-j

iv.-

'-i x

''W

Yavapai County, by nan a secona.
It was in this particular sport that
Mix, himself, several years ago made
the surprising record of downing his
steer in five seconds,
Pat Chrisman, a Mix Cowpuncher,
won a beautiful saddle, first prize for
the beet appearing horseman In the
Pr1!i whicn proceeded the sport,
Mrs. Shrisman, hia wife, an excellent
horsewoman, won a similar. prire.
The most sensational scene, from
tlw rodeo have been embodied in
Gloria Hope, beauti"Tho Texan."
ful, winsome and talented, and one
of the most popular of leading women
on the fcrovn, plays opposite Mix
in thin production.
See Tom Mix in "The Texan"
uLv a two reel Sunshine comedy and
a Mut and Jeff Cartoon, at tho Lyceum Saturday night, November 27.
Try to Get In.
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Rector.

NOTICE

All persona are notified that the
undersigned was appointed the administrator of the estate of Rutha
J. Crass, deceased, by the Probate
Court of Curry County, New Mexico,
on the 22nd day of November, 1920,
and all claims must be legally presented for payment within one year,
or same will be forever barred.
JAMES D CROSS,
Administrator.

r
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OF CHRIST
(Court House)

(CHURCH

Last Sunday was a banner day with
us. The court room was well filled
with earnest
js. Can we
not make next Lord's Day even better. Let all ho on time for thu Ilible
school, and then stay for preaching.
Sermon for the morning is "Tho most
Subtle Danger."
Through the kind invitation of Bro.
l'oston of tho First Christian Church,
I shall occupy his pulpit for the evening service. Let us all get together
in this service and enjoy it to the
utmost.
G. F. Mickey, Minister.

Why Hudson Utility
Appeals to Business Men
performance type among all tiic
world's car. Its ttocr car records in
i'"d
speed, hill climbinK. accfllor.-.ti.j- r
endurance have nevrr !ir n
p
Engineers who r'm ' r
)j Ignore
distincli'in
such elements of economy as fuel, oil
and tire mileage.
But Hudson's notable speed, ita
added power, and 80 greater
72
efficiency mean no greater cost in
it operation.
Its speed and power do not come
from great motor sisa and high fuel
The exclusive Super
consumption.

Every boy expects to wske up fa
mous, but by tho time he gc'a old
enough to be useful it tnkes the
whole family to woko him up.

.

'

t

''i

2400
$2400
$3000

Phaeton
Phaeton

METHODIST CHURCH
Following are the services at the
Methodist church next Sunday:
Watch those classes grow In Sunday school, 9:45 a. m. Shouldn't you
be there?
Preaching at 11:00 a. m. by the
pastor. 7:00 p. m. by Rev. Jones, our
new elder.
Senior League at 6 :00 p. m.
Say did you look at our senior
league last Sunday? Over 60 present.
If you do not attend a young people's
meeting somewhero, come and worship with us.
R. B. Frooirfln, Pastor.

Six principle gets 76 H. P. from a
light conventional motor that formerly developed 42 H. P. fit maximum.
Vibration that waited about half
tlm power of the cnnvantionnl type is
' i" t r'lrini' it d
(Ms tvpe. Near-i- .nut eum possible.
;', p. '..i"h ill
l ll' i'. even eitraordi-- r
1' :'.
!. i
v
no j.train or abuse
IlinU') i. l! 'counts for the way
Hudons retain new car ability when
thry have grown old in point of years
and use. It removes the cortly burden
and annoyance of frequent repairs
and service attention.
With all th' other desirable things
men find in Hudson, thin acounts
also for the additional triumph of
true economy.

No Hudton owner forgeU thii fact
econin hit appreciation of Super-Si- x
omy.
He knowi Hudton is the lupreme

Cabriolet
Limousine

Prices F. 0.

Clovis

Coupe
Sedan
Touring Limousine
$4000
B.

$3275
$3400
$3025

Detroit

Hudson-Esse- x
208

,

Co.

North Main Street

4M4Mi4ee
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JEWELRY FOR CHRISTMAS

give GIFTS

THAT LAST

DIAMONDS

CUT GLASS

DECORATED CHINA

JEWELRY

SILVERWARE

LEATHER GOODS

PYRALIN IVORY

SILVER HOLLOW WARE

WATCHES

NOVELTIES

SETH THOMAS CLOCKS

CHINA DINNER SETS

LATEST LADIES' WATCHES

CHESTS OF SILVER

LADIES' CARD CASES

MESH BAGS

Sonora Phonographs
The Highest Class Talking Machine in the World
Select Your Christmas Presents Now and We'll Hold Them for You

D enhof

Jewelry Company
Best Jewelry Store in New Mexico

Santa Fe Watch Inspector

H
RANCHVALE NEWS

tusiness Is Good
Full Line of Groceries
Snow White Flour None Better
Work Clothes, Oil and Gas
Rawleigh's Remedies
We sell the celebrated W. W. Feed Grinder. If
you sec this machine and its work, you'll buy one.
THAT'S ALL.
Again the chilly days arc here, and again we
extend to one and all our annual invitation to make
our store headquarters, whether to purchase or to
visit.

You are

alike welcome around our big red

stove.

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION
F. B. PAYNE, Manager

Tablets or Liquid

Cuy It Either Way

PE-RU--

NA

For Coughs, Colds and Catarrh
tron Svilrmlc Citirrti Inrotrtni
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Chester McGue sold hit farm last
Thursday, consideration $40 per acre.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Davis are the
proud parents of a new boy.
This community regrets the loss by
death of the Infant daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Orr. Mrs. Orr was
able to return, from the Baptist hos
pital last Thursday.
Preaching here next Sunday after
noon. Kemember our Sunday school.
We are climbing buck to the 100 en
rollment.
A lot of killing going on here
hogs and cattle.
'Mr. and Mrs. D. I. Barnctt have
been visiting here for the past week.
Several from Havener attended
Sunday school.
I. W. Simpson moved to Clovis
last Friday.
Misses Edith Bodyston and Gladys
Matthews of Havener visited in the
Matthews home Sunday.
Our teachers are not going to the
convention but arc to get a holiday
Thursday and Friday. Misses Forest,
Mozcr and Griffith will visit home.
Ethol Kellcy Is considered our most
generous girl. Her Sunday hat, a
black beaver with blue trimming was
given to the wind somewhere between
the school house and Mr. Tate's last
Friday. We fear her going barehead
The
is not so good for her health.
finder plenue notify us.
Mabel Steed and Lettio Mancss are
out this week. Mabel on account of
sickneM, yet we hear a little about
her prospective Thanksgiving dinner.
The high school has chosen for its
colors white and orange.
All the high school went to Pleas
ant Hill Friday afternoon for two
games of basketball.
Flensant Hill
won each game, yet we aro not blue
for courage and perseverenco wins
we have both. S. E. Hill, one of the
directors, went with us. Ho Is a boy
yet and makes companions of his and
the1 high school boys.
The recital on lost Friday night
was a success. We know of no school
in this county that has a better music
teacher than ours, also Miss Mozer's
training Is second to none.
The pie supper proceeds amounted
to more than one hundred dollars, ton
raised by selling hot chocolate will go
to the sewing club, the remainder to
ward the first payment on seating
the auditorium.
Thanki to the patrons who are

transporting the pupils on the south since we believe the Apostles knew
while the F. W. D. truck is in the better what "kind of church Jesus
wanted than anyone who came after
hospital.
That well is getting deeper each them. We take the Christ as our
day. Tomorrow is the day the dril Creed, and the New Testament as our
Discipline, striving to mould the orlers expect to reach water.
ganization and the individual to the
pattern therein set forth.
Sunday evening Bro. G. F. Mickey,
the minister of the Church of Christ,
LOCUST GROVE LOCALS
will preach for us. He brings a message of salvation from sin which
should hear the sinner,
Mm. W. W. Williams, who has been everyone
quite sick for tome time, is much that he may thereby benefit; the
Christian that he may be edified.
better at tho present.
Chas. D. Poston, Minister.
Mrs. Leona Osborne and children
visited at Mrs. T. J. Randol's Sunday.
Mr. Orman Landon's baby has been
quite sick this week.
Charlie Walker is pulling corn for
Mr. Taylor this week.
Mrs. J. E. Randol spent Saturday
with Mrs. W. W. Williams.
Grant Taylor, who has been sick
for the past week, isn't any better.
Mrs. Willis Wiggins and children
visited at tho Moss home Friday.
Mrs. Sam Randol and children visited Mrs. T. J. Randol Friday.
Miss Gladys Randol spent Wednesday night with Miss Ross.
Mr. Waller's baby has the whooping cough.
CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN
The revival meeting at tho Church
of the Brethren, which commenced
last Sunday, started out with good
attendance and Interest. Evangelist
Elder Shank is preaching good plain
gospel sermons. Meetings continue
through the week.
Everybody wclocme.
NOTICE TO W. O. W.
Clovis Camp No. 30, Woodmen of
the World, will have an important
meeting Wednesdoy night, Dec. 1st.
All members
Election of officers.
aro requested to be present; be sure
and come.
J. P. Pierce. C. C.
J. C. Rapp, Clerk
FIRST

CHRISTIAN

CHURCH

Biblo School
9:45 a. m.
Communion and morning
11:00 a. m.
worship
8:00 p. m.
Jr.Y. P. S. C. E
0:00 p. m.
Int. Y. P. S. C. E
6:00 p. m.
Sr. Y. P. S. C. E
Evening worship
7:00 p. m.
Mid Weed Prayer Service
7:00 p. m.
Wednesday evening
The Christian Church stands for
the restoration of the church as it waa
on the day of Pontacost, A. D. 84,

..
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Phone 97 for your Job Printing.
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SOLD BY DRUGGISTS

EYLRYVnllEi

Location

We have installed new equipment and are in

better position to serve the people of Clovis with
the best breads, pies, cakes, and pastries on the
market.
Give us a trial we'll burely please you.

THE CLOVIS BAKERY"
109 S. Main

C.

J. Ilurford, Prop.

Phone 248

I HAVE A
Hamilton-Beec- h

Carpet

Washer

TO WASH YOUR CARPETS

I wash them on the floor and it is thoroughly
done, and you will be plased with the work.
and

I thank the ladies of Clovis for their
I am going to try to please them.

patronage,

Rugs and, carpets cleaned for neighboring towns
if brought to Clovis.

HARRY SAGER
Leave Orders at City Drag Co, No. 1
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G. M. Hockenhull and A. W.

PERSONAL MENTION
S. A.

Jonc--

malo a business trip

to Amarillo this week.

John 0. Howard made
trip to Amarillo Tuesday

.

Hock-enhu-

ll

left Tuesday for Claremore,
Okla., to spend Thanksgiving with
their trother.

Give Music This Christmas

We now have all the latest Q. R. S.
business player piano rolls. Get yours now.
Nunn Electric Co.
fc

Give your family a Columbia
Grafonola with Columbia Records this Christmas. Then all
through the year you all can
enjoy the famous exclusive
Columbia artists.
Call and let us demonstrate
the GvxlonaWtexcusiveNon Set

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Greenleaf reSTOVES!
STOVES!
STOVES!
High price second hand piano for
Large and Small, Cheap and Good. sale cheap. Croft Music Co.
turned Friduy from a visit with
friends in Kansas City and other
G. W. Singleton iR building a new
Miss Zelma Stephens has accepted points. '
reaidence on West Grand Ave.
a position with the Optical Shop.
Genuine Round Oak Ranges and
Harness and Harness supplies.
Save 20r'P on tires and tubes. Clo- Heaters.
vis Filling Station.
ltc
fc

nr.1

J

P. B. Hartley of Hollene was a
Clovis visitor Tuesday.

Miss Zelma Stephens spent Sunday
with friends in Hereford.

Sheriff S. D. Dean is spending
two weeks visiting in Texas and
A. B. Clark left Saturday for an Oklahoma.
extended vacation in California.
W. H. Doughton made a business
The excavation for the bnRement of trip to Yeso Wednesday.
the new Muthodist church is almost
Hnnd-mad- e
articles of every definished.
scription will be on sale on December
2tc
AMARILLO
TRIBUNE Special 15th by the Methodist ladies
clubbing rate of only $6.60 for the
Mr. Sam Small has accepted a temDaily Tribune and the Clovis News
porary position in the local Santa l
foT a short time only
offices.
George Harshaw and Glenn Sul
AMARILLO
TRIBUNE
Special
livan returned Tuesday from a short
clubbing rate of only $0.60 for the
trip to Amarillo.
Daily Tribune and the Clovis News
Take out a Western Electric Wash, for a short time only
cr and Vacuum Cleaner on trial.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Baker and
family have recently moved to Clovis
from Hamburg, Ark. Mr. Baker is
a cousin to H. E. Baker of this place.
Mrs Effie Wismiller of Wichita
Falls, Texas, spent several days in
Clovis this week.
We now have all the latest Q. R. S.
Get yours now,
Nunn Electric Co.

player piano rolls.

Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Love of Amarillo spent several days in Clovis the
latter part of last week.
Mr. R. A. Yost left Friday for a
short business trip to Los Angeles
and San Francisco.

J. H. Decker, of Oklahoma City,
formerly proprietor of the Motor Inn
Garage of this city, made a short
business trip to Clovis last week.
Miss Murray of Brownwood, Texas,
visiting her sister, Mrs. Ambrose
Ivy.
1

Rev. G. E. Kennedy

returned

Automatic Stop. Nothing to
move or set or measure.
Never stops before it should.
Always stops atthe very end.
This is the gift that's al- -

Mon-

day from Albuquerque where he attended a meeting of the Baptist State
Mission Board.
SHORTHAND LESSONS Will give
private lessons in shorthand to a
few pupils. Lesons to be given in
the evening at my nomu. 215 North
Rencher. Miss Nellye Cook.

I

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Rylo, who
.....
l.ira nn-- tl.
""J uvitu -ui Xf .1..
win ill liuviu
ne first of the week. Mr. and Mrs.
Ryle are planning to move to Clovis.

Special Clubbing Offer The Am.
arillo Daily Tribune and the Clovis
News, both for one year for $8.50
Leave your subscription at the News
Of ice

C. L. Pritchard returned this week
from Santa Fe where he has been
taking the consistery degrees.
Mr.
I treat all diseases and disorders of Pritchard was made
women and
attend confinement of the consistery class.
cases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.
Mrs. Joe Wilkinson and son and
Bert McCullough left last Thurs- Miss Wilkinson left the first of the
day for Evansville, Ind., to spend week for Canyon, Texas, to spend
Thanksgiving with homefolk.
Thanksgiving at that place. Mr. Wilkinson joined them there WednesElectric Lights, Lamps and Elec day evening.
tric supplies.
T. L. Helm and Tom Yelverton will
leave this week for a prospecting trio
to points in Old Mexico. They will
make the trip by auto and contemplate locating permanently
some
John D. Brown will move next where in the republic.
week to his new home in the Lcibelt
W. H. Duckworth spent a few days
addition.
in Albuquerque the first of the week
Special Clubbing Offer The Am attending a meeting of the State
arillo Daily Tribune and the Clovis Board of Pharmacy. Mr. Duckworth
News, both for one year for J6.R0. stopped off there enroutc homo from
Leave your subscription at the News Snnta Fe where he attended the con
Of ice
sistery meeting.

.

ii'

'in
Sold on Easy Payments

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Y!r

LEST YOU FORGET-- Wp
fill prescript inns
promptly and correctly. Registered pharmacists
only.
Stove Pipe, Coal Hods, Stove
Boards and all stove trimmings.
,
Phone 72.
Prompt Delivery

Come to Our Store for Gift Ideas for

Christmas Shopping
I.

In our stock you will find presents for each
member of the family.

I

Local Santa Fe agent, W. H. Bowman left last Saturday morning for were not made public.
Hie first onndldnte failed In both
a business trip to Oklahoma. Before
returning home he will visit at Wich- the February and April examinations,
and In June persuaded a candidate
ita, Kansas.
who had passed In April to tuko the
Miss Louise Walton and Mrs. W. examination under the former's name
civil service board In BaltiW. Atwood and son, J. B., and daugh before the
more. The papers fell into the bands
ter, Virginia, left last week for Tulia of oxnmlnent at the nnvnl academy,
where they will spend a week visiting who had gone over the papers which
at the home of Mrs. Atwood's par the second candidate had submitted
ents.
for himself. A careful comparison Indicated that they hod been written by
the same person, and both youths confessed. Annapolis correspondent New

Millions for a
New Stomach

of tin) iic.iti'it American r;'.ilin-aire- s
siii'i to lis ph,vs: i:m, "A
duliara, I f tin-- , (quit i'iisIi 11111I
';i 11.
bling, tor n new stomach,"
i'ic.
n iv.
the sick nut icnimicil ami turn
All hia wealth could not mnku him
happy nr contented, for happiness largely dnpends upon digestion.
AVitlinut
health where does InippiiiiuM como int
After all tho stomach piny a great
part in cvoryduy life.
Without a
healthy stomach and good digcittinn our
blood Is thin, wutury and poor, our
heart action Is weak, our liver does not
do Its duty, and man Is miserable and
unhappy.
Prevent diiteuiie by putting
the house !n order and strengthening
the system against the germs of disease.
O110

PERCOLATORS
STOVES AND RANGES
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
POCKET KNIVES
GUNS AND PISTOLS
HUNDREDS OF OTHER GIFTS
I SHOP EARLY!

Christmas will soon be
here and you want to be prepared.

i

Roberts-Dearbor-

Hardware Co.

ne

i!
Ai.AAAAAAAAXAliJ.i,AAli.AAJ.Ai.i

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
a

.

-

.

.................

An Officer and a Gentleman.
Moving failed twice to pass the mental tests for entrance to tlie nnvnl
ncnileiiiy, a youth who was permitted
to lake the examination n third lime,
procured another youth who lind already passed, to undergo the culmination In .tmip. The snhstllnto was
nnil tho appointments of both
canceled. The names of the offenders

Dr. Pierre, of tho Invalids' Hotel and
Surgical Institute, at Buffalo, N. Y.,
years sgo understood diseases and their
prevention, and bo discovered certain
roots and herbs which were nature's
remedies, and succeeded In putting them
op in a form that could be easily procured at the drug store (liquid or
tablets). This he called Dr. Pierce's
This
Golden Medical Diwovcry.
gives no false stimulation because It contains 110 alcohol or any narcotic. It helps digestion and the assimilation of such elements In the food
as are required fur the blnod. It give
to the blood the fond olnmnnta the tissues rerpiiro. For over fifty years It
has enjoyed tho eonfldancs of ' 'he
Amoricitn public. Try it oowl

York

Sun.

Misunderstood.
lawyer whose rent proti-ti'i- lj
outweighed lil- - learulie- wii er-:l- i
;i.'.:
v liir'i
enxe In ll Ineiil
f..;. t 1' ' el' polioses III I'll lint I e I'leil-.1- .
A New York

Hwj'h

l'mpries of Amarillo attend-- I
District Court hero this week.

C. L. Re,.of portales attended
district court Insiu Monday and Tues-du-

y.

Cash Ramey left Tuesday
morning
for Mineral Wells, Texas,
where be
expect to stay for about two
week.
not forget the" Christma. !
by the Waman's Guild,
Saturday, December 4th at the Little
Smart Shop.

Wonaniculid

The

will meet with
Mrs. Ralph Murtin Wednesday after-nooDecember 1st at 2:30 o'clock.

n,

Mrs. D,

Wis

A.
of California i
hero for a visit at the
homo of her
'louKhter, Mr. W. H. Doughton.
A number
of Shriners from Qovia
nrc attendliiR the big
Shrine celebration in Amarillo this
week

''

"
."'
'

'

returned the first of

',J.f,","s''"lKewherehoha

'"king the Consistery degree.

'

,..

"
i
.
. .
.,i f.
J!.v eiiiiienlliPii, jour liimors," lie
....
0y MtXilkm and
mild In accents Unit betrayed bis nice,
'.v. Hl1,nc u.,,)f
Anu,ri, are visiU
"Iks dnt 1I11 lower court mailt error "ig friends
here this week.
because de verdict Ins UKiiliiHt develglit
of do evidence."
Mis, Mary
rcturn(H,
"We can't bear that,'' snlil the court,
hKw,.kfromMi(InmliToxa
meaning that It wns not a proper as- "he has
been

LilbTu,,,,,

attending school.
signment of error.
"Veil, now," said the lawyer, who
J. E. Adams showed the
New man
entirely missed the point, "If your hon- Tuesday
some ripe strawberries
ors vlll llssen I vlll speak a llddle
that
louder."
Old and Young President.
The honor of the presidency cam
to William Henry Harrison later In
life than to any other Incumbent of
t
ofllce, Mr. Harrison being
years of ago when Inaugurated in
1841. When Theodore Roosevelt succeeded President McKlnley In 11)01, he
years of age, being
was but forty-twyounger than any other president of
the United States at the time of attaining the ofllce.

ab0Ut

ma?0"

fu 'or

Christ-o-f

the Methodist Church
will have on

sixty-eigh-

o

8a.

A Slow Voyage to tha
A block of wood wns cast Into the
YnllowHtono river 11 years ago by

citizen of Olendlve, Mont It Is slowly drifting to the sea. The Inscription
made upon It by the rann who started
It lins been added to by two other
persons, who picked It up and started
It again on Its way. It was lust soeo
at Washburn, N. D.
.

cr, brother,

,ster, aweetheart.

2tc

J0r?' Mcrctary
CiJH' president

nd Bert
of the Chamber of
""onaca the meeting of

the route organisation

trails,

which

u..

Texas, this week.

News Classified

1... 1. 1

'

m

0rlt

of the
. - ..
wompnif,

l

Ads get

result.

ReguUr Communication.

A.F.UM,

Neat Tueid.y Night
P. A. La Shier, Secretary
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to a Pumpkin Pie.
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A pumpkin pi ) a luacloua thing- Twould tickle tjcullui' pultun.
cellne
What bard would not of lla
sing?
And who wouldn't glv It a ballot?
It ll iuccultnt gold and aunahln
"mixed"
when properly
A dlh for tha god
"fixed"

:

' 'i...

r,,i)-

At Christmas Time

111

i

up"-'-

'"onaff-

Solve your

;

gift problems

with photographs.
One dozen

1:
l

portraits will

make twelve cherished gifts
J2

'few

that YOUR FRIENDS CAN
NOT BUY.
Make the appointment

Stylo

in n

to-

day before the final rush.

The KIDDIES, too, will enjoy
this Christmas Gift
pft

A wedge of It, pleaie, and I'll ipllt my
face!
Now hand m another I'll run you

Surprise and delight the whole family this Christmas. Give the
that gives what everyone loves the gift of pure music the

Matt

EASY
TERMS

race!
Hata off to the pumpkin plel

EASY

A yellow globe In a field or malie,
Some milk from the cowe ihut low O;

18 IN

j

An egg or two that the apeikled hen lay.
flour for the dough u;
And inow-whlA pinch of thla and a trine of thai
Tou never can tell what the cook la at
I wleh th t I knew how the trlrk la dona;
1 don't-b- ut
t know that under the aun
There'! naught boats a pumpliln plel

TERMS

PHONOGRAPH

"THE DIFFERENCE

j

TIIE TONE"

Throughout the year and the years to come, Starr-madmelody
will brighten the home. It is all artists all instruments. The Starr
Singing; Throat of Silver Grain Spruce makes all records sweeter,
purer. Hearing is believing.
You can't know the wondevful churm of music reproduced till you
hear the SUnr. Plays all records better, but is best playing Gen-neRjcords. You are invited to a concert at any time.
LATE RECORDS "Oh, By Jingo." "Hold Me," 'Pretty Kitty Kelly," "Whispering," "Avalon" "Cuban Moon," "Rose of Spain."
e

live In the world to th
wett
Don't tell me of Oreec and Ita glory;
1 want none of Arcarty, Ialea of the Bleat,
And oUier apota fainoua In atoryl
Th fruit of the South and th fruit of
th
aat
Could never, no, never, produce ueh a
feaat
Aa that which w eat 'neath Ohio aklea
When th pumpkin I yellow and right for

I'm glad that I

tt

plea

Our glorlou

Groft Music Go.

CELEBRATION KNOWN TO ALL

EVERYTHING MUSICAL
Phone MS

119 Eaet Monro

Has Had
Nation and Rac
8omt Form of Thanksgiving for
a Bountiful Harvest

Every

At.

vhich was thoroughly enjoyed by all.

PROGRESS CLUB
Mrs. Manson and Mrs. Muatcrson
were hostesses to the Progress Club
Tuesday afternoon November 23rd,
at the home of Mrs. Manson.
Roll call was answered with quotations from Shakespeare. The study
of "As You Like It" was continued
With lively interest.
Mrs. Johnson sang a beautiful little
ong taken from "As You Liko It"

pumpkin plel
--Clcviland Plalndealer.

Delicious refreshments were served.
The club will meet with Mm. Pat-toDecember 9th.

n

f

The dead sea will be a solid mass of
coarse and dirty salt within the next
five hundred years, according to an
eminent geologist, who has been making a study of that peculiar body of
water.

Thanksgiving day Is made up from
parts of celebrations of that day by
other peoples. The time Is taken from
one, the fenut from another, and the
gathering together of the people from
still another. Long before the white
rare enme to this country tho Indians
lield a festal dny during this season
of the year. They lind a great feast of
roasted deer and hear, boiled corn and
stewed pumpkin, and the women and
the warriors partook of It on equality.
The feaitt was kept up fur Into the
night, and was followed by a dunce
of the braves, keeping time to the
gone sung by the dusky mulds of the
forests.
Thanksgiving alio owes something
to the religious rites of ancient
The oldest of these Is the Jewish feast of the tabernacles, with Its
Tho festival
mngnllkent festivities.
occurred annually, at the end of the
harvest season, and continued for eight
dnys. Sometimes It was held as early
as the 2.1th of September, but never
It
Inter than the 20ih of October.
was the feast of the "Ingathering" of
the harvest of all the fruits, the corn,
the wine, and the oil. The labors of
the Held were then over for the year,
and the feast was an occasion of
and gladness to the people. At
this season the nation assembled In
Jerusalem, where they lived In booths
for seven days. Impressive ceretuonles
and processions took place each day,
and at night the court of the temple
was Illuminated by lamps and flambeaux. At the end of seven days' joy
the booths were dismantled and the
people celebrated an eighth day of
solemn rest.
The glory of ithe great Hebrew festival has long since passed away, but
the fundamental principle that everyone should rejoice In the fruits of the
harvest, together with the whole people of the Innd "before the Lord"
has entered Into the harvest observances of Christian lands.

l1.24fVJi

SHOP
THE ROBINSON ART
7W;,'
"Tha l'hofoumpla--

119

Weekly Paper
And

The Amarillo Daily

TRIBUNE
TODAY'S NEWS TODAY

HARD

LUCK

(Seven Days a Week)

handle.
Send or bring your subscription to

The Clovis News

RATE

for

Practically new Dodge Sedan
sale cheap. C. W. Harrison.

Steam thresher In good
running order, cheap. See D .E.

FOR SALE

Garrison, 119 N. Lane.

tp

tp

18-4t-

Smooth eiue, and joyoua waya, and
paaturrs green,
and a
Rich wcutlh of aunahln
dearth of rain; '
Nay, heart! must bear th thrust
of plowahnr keen,
Th hurt of harrow and th blind.
Ing rain,
E'er lit can gamer m th golden
grain.
--Jean

biwa

FOR SALE Three dozen nice young
hens. W. C. Tharp, 1 block south
of Austin'a store.
FOOTBALL IN THE WEST

tc

Rtc

1

FOR SALE A registered, beautiful
young Jersey bull. See John Hunt'
uhrcv.
FOR SALE Fivo room modem house
with earaee. located on two lot
Will sell house furnished or unfur
nished. Call at 820 North Rencher,
P. O. Box 244. W. F. Faulk.
tp

Life's Harvest.

FOR SALE, BARGAINS, EASY
TERMS
12 room Rooming House, pebble- dashed, water and lights, $4,600.
pebbledashed house, water
REDUCTION on all under and lights hi house, $2,000.
3314
pebbledashed house, water
wear, also a big reduction on hos
2 lots, $2,750.
lights,
and
iery, see U. 11. BianKensnip, salesmodern house, $4,750.
man for Winona Mills, Phone No.
Desirable lots in west, northwest,
243.
east and northeast parts of town.
WANTED Two furnished rooma for Easy terms. No cash payment if one.
light house keeping by couple with will build.
J. S. FITZHUGH
out children. Mj E. P. Coyle, P.
Phones 44 and 13
110 N. Main
O. Box 71.

FOR SALE OR TRADE 160 acres
6 miles of town, no Improvements.
Will trade for good house and lot In FOR SALE Oakland Touring Car.
c
Clovis. Inqiure at News Office.
Has only run about 4,000 miles, in
good shape. Cash or good note. W.
FOR SALE Seven passi nger Bulck,
ltc
T. Jackman.
excellent condition. Dr. E. M. Chap
man.
FOR SALE Billard hall in live coun
ty seat town. 6 pool tables, 1 bil
LOST A bunch of keys. Will give liard table, 2 automatic cigar cases,
tho finder liberal reward for their cue racks, balls, etc. AH equipment
return to my office. E. L. Mc In good shape. $000. Write T. P.
Cnuley.
Rucker, Ft. Sumner. N. M.
Oil
Com
Dome
Capitol
to
WRITE
FOR SALE Sint;le uggy and harpnny, Lewiatown, Montana, if inneas.
See I. J Reid. 120 North
terested in a meritorious
Reid

tp

Lonely (a South African Bachelor)
It's pretty rough at tills glad Thank
giving season, when happy families art
going to gather around their festive
boards, that I've got to sneak away
and dine at the club alone.

South Bend watch, 15 jewel,
gold case, open face, size
12. $5.00 reward, leave at News of
fice,
ltc
LOST

tp

le Per Word Ter Issue

FOR SALE 405 acres of good wheat
lnnd located about eight miles
northwest of Friona. Priced 25.00
ner acre. $3,500 cash and the balance
If In the
1 to o years at 67c Interest.
market for cheap farm land see us.
M. A. Crum, Friona, Texas.

$6.50
Panhandle institutions and stand for everything that is for the upbuilding of the Pan-

:

WANTED To mnke your dark floors
liuht and ensy to keep clean. New
and old floors surfaced and finished
The Flectric Floor Surface Company.
Call Gammell, phone 334.

Only

Just bear in mind that these two papers arc

ADS

11-1-

.Uoth one year for the price of Oue

Phone 145

WILL SELL or trade for Clovis
real estate or vicinity, my 4 of
one acre of 78 acres royalty in six
wells in Breckcnridge oil field. Also
house and lot 60x130. Price
for both $4,000. Royalty alone worth
it. This is not STOCK. For full
address C. W. X., Box 004
Breckenridge, Texas.

CLASSIFIED

:

in Your

East Monroe Avenue

s.

Your Favorite

15I

"When Ihe report came over from
Wamego, Knns., Friday afternoon,
points
that Wamego had fifty-fiv- e
and Alma none," says the Alma Enterprise football editor. "It was also rumored that Wamego had been
using two footballs and had sent a
man around each end. This proved to
be a mistake and it turned out that
FOR SALE 4(15 acres good plains a cyclone had struck the Alma line
unimproved except fence. and they failed to get hold of even
lnnd
Price $25 per acre, $3,300 cash, bal the tail of it ns it went by."
ance one to eight yturs nt 6't. If inChristmas sr.lc of fancy articles
terested in buying fumi or ranch land
write for our list. M. A. Crum, at the Woman's Guild, at the Little
Smart Shon, Saturday, December 4th.
Friona, Texas.
'
Shop early.
IF YOU PROPOSE building we can
serve you well. Call and talk it
The Kentucky Iron Works,
construcover.
and ge.ieral repair work.
cyltion Co., Room 26, Barry Bldg. 25tfc We make a specialty of
work.
lathe
inders
and
ROOFING There is no time like the
present to fix that old leaky roof.
We have read an item to the effect
See Mr. Riblett with
that "few infants are being born in
Construction Co. for all kinds of Russia." This is interesting In view
built-u- p
roofing and repairing. Room of the fact that we do not know what
26 Barry Bldg., Clovis, N. M. 25tfc other sort of people can be born
there.
LET US FIGURE your sidewalk.
concrete
work.
Brick, tile and
The Newt Classified ads get results
Construction Co., room 26
Barry Bldg., Clovis. N. !.'.
black-smithin- g

Brown-inampeo- n

Brown-Thompso- n

Brown-Thomps-

I DO FIRST CLASS ombroldoring,
OR STRAYED From my
dress making and millinery. Mrs. LOST
O
Regular Masting
place sixteen miles northwest of
L, Alvarez, Spanloh Millinery, SOS
COMMANDERY
CLOVIS
Clovis, one light red cow about six
South Thornton St.
Will be held at Masonle Hall
year! old, with several blotch brands
Second and Fourth Friday
HIGH CLASS Stock Salesman who is and plain brand "20" on left kip.
nights of each month,
anxious to make big money on Will pny liberal reward for informa
at 8:00 O'clock.
good oil stock proposition. Said prop tion. Mrs. Docia Morris, Clovis, N. 4
All Sir Knights residing in
osition being one that will stand tne M. '
ltp
this jurisdiction are Invited.
strictest Investigation, aa it is meri
R. J. Neal, Recorder.
Nows Clarified Ads get results.
torious. Write Capitol Dome OU Co.
)
phenv
97.
Try
thtm
Montana.
Lcwiston.
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EAT FOR

GOOD TO

EVERYTHING

CLAUD NOTES

We Are Thankful!

THANKSGIVING
.J

MW'ttJ

T

a

Ad-itori-

k Li

J

'J

4

i'M

-

.it M ft

Ml

al

We deal in that quality which means true economy in the end.
Shoddy merchandise, no matter how cheap, is
sheer waste.
"We give preference to quality when a slight addition in cost insures a substantial increase in Service Value.

0.

W.

STALLING

BOTH QUALITY and PRICE SUGGEST THESE:
White Crest Flour.
Sugar, per sack
Sugar,

$12.50

pounds for

7

$1.00

Stalling s Grocery Co.
Groceries and Meat
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

PHONES 22 and 25

EVERYTHING GOOD TO EAT FOR
THANKSGIVING

WIUZ
fft
m

"Vi"

iwivi a ICOI
WHO
--

the

DOS

at YGhomes

x3TCs.

ft

Miss Kathfrine Dorris has rcsiirned
her position at the Claud store.
Mr. and Mrs. Rose, teachers at
Cluud, and Mist Jule Rose, teacher
at Frio, arc attending teacher's in
stitute at Albuquerque this week.
Mrs. Bennett has been visitinir her

(laughter, Mrs. Chester
Marks, of
Clovis this week.
The school children are enjoying a
week's vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Dodson have moved
to the Brownlee farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Wcstfall and
daughter, Geraldine, of Clovis, spent
Sunday with the former's parents,.
Mj. and Mrs, Walter Johnson entertained their son, Willard, and his
brido Sunday.
Pleasant Hill is certainly to be congratulated on the result of their recent plo supper.
There were sixty
nine pies sold and the amount of
money made was $191.63. One pic
brought $13. There certainly must
be numerous pretty girls in ' that
neighborhood.
Mr. Walter Westfall has a new
Ford touring-- car.
Mr. Neil Kreitzbcrg, who purchas
ed a new Ford touring car recently
and became the new star route mail
carrier, reports liking the work fine.
Mr. Walter Johnson is threshing
his maize and kaffir this week. He
is feeling much better now, having
recovered from an attack of appen
dicitis a couple of weeks ago. Mr.
and Mtrs. Johnson are planning a trip
to Mrs. Johnson's old home in Oklahoma in the near future.
Miss Grace Akers of Shiloh was a
visitor at O. E. Pattison's Sunday.
The girl's basketball
team of
Claud went to Hollene Thursday and
played the girl's team there. The
score was 7 to 17 in favor of Claud.
The game waa refcreed by Mr. Rose
and Mr. Jackson, teachers in the
Claud and Hollene schools,
Rev. Cameron
held services at
Claud Sunday afternoon. A largo
nimher of people were present.
Mr. Thornton of
Hill was
in the Clnud community Thuisilay.
Mis Nolle Mott of Clovis upent Sat
urday ni(?ht with Miss Ermu Wcstfull.
The Crowdcr family has moved to
the Fager farm.
Mrs. Walter Johnson visited Mrs.
Pattison Saturday.
Mrs. Walter Smith and family of
Clovis are visiting Claud relatives this

Authorized

t

$ffif

Willard

A

$MMU

Service Station
DON'T FAIL TO

Oldfield Tires Guar- iles.

GET IN ON OUR

EVERY

FREE BATTERY

Vl&&&

CHARGING

OFFER

Ig

Mtecd ,of 8000
TIRE
'

MAKES A NEW
CUSTOMER

WE ARE THANKFUL FOR THE GENEROUS BUSINESS
THAT THE PUBLIC HAS GIVEN US DURING THE PAST
SEASON AND WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE ARE BETTER PREPARED THAN EVER TO SERVE YOUR TIRE AND
BATTERY NEEDS.
1

TO SHOW OUR APPRECIATION FOR YOUR BUSINESS,
WE ARE GOING TO FURNISH

Free Battery Charging for
the Next Ten Days
Beginning Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 25

Taylor Tire & Battery Co.
Ill

CLOVIS, N. M.

South Main Street

PHONE 442

week.
Miss

The Youth's Companion
'

America's Home and Fsmily Weekly. Itt field of service it covered by
no other publication in America. Ik purpose and power are different.
Its diversity and quality and quantity of reading appeal to aolid,
peoplj. It weekly coming makea every ttory, every
article and all it information doubly valuable and acceptable.
Serial; Short Sterlet. Editorial), Article; Poetry, Nature mni
" Hoahte-Moke- "
Science, Current
fate; Came; Sport;
Suimtfant for Home Efficiency one" Economy, Receiot; etc.

ii,

-a-

nd

still $2.50

OFFER No.

a year

for $2.50

.hJ'e!fij?0u'ill0V,d

1. Tha Youth'a Companion
for 1931 . . .
a.60
3. Remaining 1BSO laauea

3. The 1921 Companion
Home) Calendar
4. McCall'a Maulnai SI. SO

All for $3.50

"ni!V)f ""PSJwiihj'oi.r

PAPER, or to THE YOUTH'S

SUBSCRIPTIONS

u?Tf?2irrER)
OFFER A

1

1. The Youth' Companion
-- D2 laauae for 1921
3. All remalnlna Weektr
1980 iaaueaiBlno
3. The 1921 Companion
Home Calandar

All

C0

to ih.
mi.na Borton.

COMPANION.

PUBLISHERS

MuxJuueiu.

RECEIVED AT THIS OFFICE

New State Auto

Lola Krictzberg entertained
at a birthday party Saturday evening,
Nov. 20th. A large crowd of young
people were present, including boys
and girls from Shiloh, Pleasant Hill,
Clovis, Frio and ClauU Miss Krictzberg received a number of lovely
gifts from friends in remembrance
of the event of her birthday. During
the evening merry games were play-

Sunday at the home of J. Z. Isler.
not yet been decided upon.
Arrangements were made Sunday
Clifton Dunn and L. M. Boney
morning for a Christmas tree at New made a business trip to Amarillo the
Hope. They expect to have a pie first of the week.
Mrs. A. W. Cameron, Sr., spent
supper for its benefit. The date has

GAS, OIL AND ACCESSORIES
KELLY-SPRINGFIEL-

:

I

D

AND GOODYEAR

TIRES A SPECIALTY
A place where the auto owner gets real service
and 100 per cent on every dollar he spends.

J. F. Sellars and
L. M. Wood
PROPRIETORS

FARMERS STATE BANE OF CLOVIS
We invite your business upon the most
terms consistent with prudent banking

A. Conway's

Chomists from paper mnnufactur
are experimenting with
certain deposits of peat in Ireland,
'he peat being used in place of wood
pulp in the making of paper.

11

Arthur, Nathana and Roy Cameron enrolled in tho Boney school
Monday.

Ask An Owner!

Ing houses

Ask Sonora owners about this phonograph. You'll discover

that they ere unanimous in their praise of the famous
THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

CAMERON NEWS

E. W. Leach assisted B. F. Cogdill
in butchcrinir a beef Thursday which
he sold in the neighborhood.
About 100 nconle attended n fruit
supper at the homo of A. A. Duthrago

Saturday niirht.
Rev. Crawford preached nt New
Hope Sunday morning after Sunday
school and took dinner at tho home
of Mrs M. A. Johnston, He nrenched
at New Hope at 3:00 p. m. and ate
supper with J. Z. Islnr. Jack Grev
of lirady was with him.
C. L. Miller, who has been at Tvx-Iclaid up with a lame foot for sev.
crnl weeks, returned home Inst week
Some of the neighbors met nn,l as.
sistcd J. W. Shaver in building his
house this week.
Rev. A. W. Cameron filled thn mil
pit at Texico Sunday evening, the
'
21st.
D.
J.
Cameron delivered a load of
turkeys at Tucuincari Saturday re
ceivlnir 32 cents a txmnd.
A. C. Johnston took a truck load
of wheat to Hereford Saturday. Hit
family accomnanied him.
J. C. Helsly waa threshing Satur
day.
A. A. Dethran and family anil A.
c. Johnston and family took dinner

CLEAR AS A BELL

The Highest Class Talking

Machine in the World
)

They know it has no equal.
They've looked and listened,
compared and tested, and their
verdict has been made with
care and accuracy.
The rone of the Sonora is all
that can possibly be desired
for richness, sweetness and
accuracy and for delightful

The Sonora design is of
wonderful beauty.
The

expression.

and unchallenged.

ManlAcont upright

Li

"bulge" lines of the upright
models are typical of the finest

funv'.ure and are exclusive
with Sonora. 4
The Sonora motor, powerful, silent,
is far superior to any other, and
this superiority is admitted
extra-long-runnin- g,

vtd period styles $75 to $2500

Denhof Jewelry Co.

It

T4

12JI2J

at

Hollene.

ed. A jolly time waa had when the
boys tried to find their supper partners with the aid of drawn numbers.
In the center of the luncheon table
stood a birthday cake with fifteen
candles burning brightly on it. After
blowing them out, one by one, Miss
Kritzbcrg cut tho cake and everyone
present had a piece. The guests do- parted at a late hour wishing Miss
Lola many more happy birthdays, also
hoping they would be invited to a
jimilur party next year.
Littlo Lola Bell Pipkin has been
quite ill,

COMPANY
PLENTY OF STORAGE

last week at Mrs. J.

if
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IS PERMITTED
TO WALK WITHOUT CANE

SWALLOWED A CRASS BUR

'.VILSON

We Solicit a Share of

Washington, No. 20. President
Wilson is now allowed to walk about
the building without even the aid
of a cane, it was said today at the
White House. He uses his wheel
chuir only, for the purpose of an occasional relaxation, it was said.
White House officers declared that
the President's health had so far im
proved as to make is posible for him
to address Congress in person when
it convenes next month, but that Mr.
Wilson has as yet made no definite
plans to do so.

Your Grocery
15 usmess
TTy

Vc have opened a groeery store at the corner
or West (J rand Avenue and Connelly Street in the
building known as the old Lone Star Wagon Yard
and wc solicit a share of your grocery business. We
are out of the high price rent district and can give
our customers the benefit of a great saving on many
items in the grocery line.
Our stock is complete.
Call and sec us.

No. 53

in the State of New Mexico,

$440,545.09
Louns and discounts
Total loans
-Overdrafts
n
."."V
Z4'2;?
U. S. Bonds owned and unpledged
84luu
Stamps
War Saving
Total U. S. Bonds
Securities other than U. S. Bonds (not including
stocks) owned unpledged
JrXnn
6.000.0U
Value of Banking house, if unincumbered
Furniture and fixtures
N,.t. nmmint due from national banks
n.J.iJ.uu
Other checks on banks in the same city or town
.
as reporting ban
iu.vv
Fractional currency, nickels and cents
Coin and Currency

self-feedi-

N'o

1

-

TOTAL

$446,546.00
4,641.42
24,841.00
(S.OflO.OO

2,800.00
14:1,123.06

1

Clovis
First National Bank of business
on November

CRYSTAL CAFE

8,480.16
243.90
16,244.00

South Main St

Clovis N. M.

$055890.94

25,000.00
25,000.00

in.

8,854.33
666.43
477,489.93
31,938.85
61,941.40

7,038.80
666.43

--

25,000.00

055890.94

TOTAL

G

2,972.31

LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid
Surplus fund
"JTiVnVJS
$16,893.19
Undivided profits
taxes
paid..
and
interest
expenses,
Less current
Net amount due to national banks
Individual deposits subject to check
Cashier's checks outstanding
Certificates of deposit
Bills payable, including obligations representing
money borrowed

as far west as the Pacific during this
PANKEY HAS BEEN
term. It is expected he will be absent
ACTING GOVERNOR FOURTH
OF LARRAZOLO'S TERM two weeks ot more on the visit to
Mexico City.
Santa Fe. Lieutenant Governor
Benjamin F. Pankey will become act- CRAIG MENTIONED FOR
U. S. ATTORNEY TO
ing governor of New Mexico for the
SUCCEED BURKHART
eighth time in one term of leu than
two years, when Governor O. A
George R. Craig, chairman of the
leaves the last of the month
for Mexico City to attend the inaug- republican state central committee
ural ceremonies for President Obre-go- and district attorney of the second
judicial district until January 1,
Mr. Pankey already has served as 1921, is bAr.g mentioned for apacting governor considerably more pointment as United States district
of the full term. attorney as a successor to Summers
than
During this time he has not received a Burkhort, another Albuquerque lawdollar of the salary of governor, nor yer. Mr. Crnig, it was stated by
republican leaders, probably will
iius he used any of the governor's
contingent fund, which is $5,000 a get the appointment if he wants it
year. Governor Larrazolo hiw visit- and there appears to be no reason
ed the American cupitul; has visited why he should not wunt it. New
the Republic of Mexico und has been Mexico Rurnlist.
Lar-razo- lo

n.

State of New Mexico, County of Curry, ss.
tne above
Wo G. W. Singleton, President and S. A. Jones, Cashier, of
to the
named bank do solemnly swear that tho above statement is true
best of our knowledge odd belief.
G. W. SINGLETON, President.
S. A. JONES,

Correct AttestReserve District
REPORT OK THE CONDITION OK THE

You always like eat meals that remind you of
home, and you are probably looking forward to a
big turkey dinner next Thursday.
In this cafe you will be pleased with the wholesome food, and prompt service.
EAT TURKEY WITH US ON THANKS-GIVINDAY, IT WILL BE A DAY THAT YOU
WILL REMEMBER.

RESOURCES

,

to

Thanksgiving Dinner

at the close of business on November

15, 1020.

from most feed dealers in 100 pound
FEED THIS RATION AND
WATCH 'EM LAY Hacks. One sack will supply protein
noeded for 100 hens for more than
The following ration for winter two months. Kaffir of feterita may
li recommended by be substituted for corn. Barley or
'Kit production
the University of Missouri College of feed wheat may be used instead of
Agriculture as satisfying the needs of oats. Cornmeul or ground oats may
tho hem and is economical and prac- be substituted for shorts in the mash.
tical. During the punt year it has Alfalfa meal or clover leaves may
number of farms with take the place of bran. A good grade
been fed on
good results.
of tankage may be used instead of
Daily rations: Scratch grain; ten the meat scrap.
pounds shelled corn; five pounds dry
In feeding this ration all grain
Dry mashes; three should be fed In deep straw to comthreshed oats.
pounds wheat bran; three pounds pel the birds to exercise. The math
pound should be fed in
hoppers
wheat shorts, one and
commercial meat scrap.
or troughs and a supply kept before
Whcro milk Is plentiful three gal- tho birds. In addition to this ration
hens should have an abundance of
lons of skimmed milk or butter-mil- k
will
daily
water, a supply of green food a free
100
hens
each
furnished
take the place of meat scran. Either access to sharp grit and crushed oys
milk or some form of lean meat must ter shell, or soft limestone grit.
be supplied in every ration for suc- With early hutched pullets, housed
cessful winter egg production. Com- comfortably and fed this ration, win
mercial meat scrap ecu be obtained ter eggs are assured.

No. 87S4

X

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

at Cbvis,

Corner Clrand Ave. and Connelly St.

Charter

tll

CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS

Willmon Brothers

one-ha- lf

Louis A. Smith, while cutting feed
a few days ago, had a trying experience. In some way a grass bur was
flipped into his mouth and lodged In
his throut. One doesn't have to draw
on the imagination very hard to
what he suffered for a little while.
After trying to force it down by
swallowing pieces of breud and failing in thnt, a piece of cotton attach-t- o
a string and soaked in fat was
swallowed, .which did tho business,
the bur was removed via the cotton
and string. Joel correspondent in
Hereford Brand.

-

CASH RAMEY,

J.

Cashier.

one-four-

sev-c-r- al

E. LINDLEY, CHAS. E. DENNIS,

D'RrSubscribed und sworn to before me this 23rd day of November, 1920.
ADDIE CIIENWORTH, Notary Public
My Commission expires April 18, 1923.

in the State of New Mexico, ut the close of

at Clovis,
,3, V'm'

RESOURCES
$1,081,873.00 $1,081.R73,.90
including
Loans and
Notes and bills rediscounted with
.$197,906.60
l.....k
Notes and bills rediwminted other than with 21u,2l.;..8.
86.1,608.11
18,359.19
Federal Reserve Hank
U. S. Coernment Securities Ownedi
'
(U. S. Bonds
Deposited to secure circulation
00
par value)
Pledged as collateral for Stale or oilier ueposiw
24,000.00
or bills payable
2,500.00
Owned mid unnlcdircd
89,000.00
Totul U. S. Government securities
Bonds (other thun U. S. Bonds) pledged to secure
postul savings deposit
Securities, other than U. S. Bonds (not including
iv,oto.n
stocks), owned and unpledged
82,875.72
Total bonds, securities etc
cent
of
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (fiO per
3,750.00
subscription
23,316.75
Value of banking house owned and unincumbered
23.316.75
Equity in banking house
15,383.25
Furniture and fixtures
86,492.73
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve bank
Cash in vault and net amount due from nation44,644,49
al banks
",":";
Net amount due from banks, bankers and mist
21,608.54
companies in the United States...-- Checks on other ban! s in tho same city or town as
9,726.27
reporting bank
75,979.30
16.-.-ChecTotul of items 12, 13, 14, 15 and
on banks located outside of city or town
901.27
of reporting bonk and other cash items.
fund with V. S. Treasurer and due
3,125.00
from U. S. Trensurer
$1,240,432.13
TOTAL
:
LIABILITIES
$100,000.00
Capital Stock paid in
25,000.00
fund
Sui'idiis
32,274.8.1
Profits
Undivided
11,257.80
21.016.99
:it crest and tuxes paid-- .
current expense
60,800.00
Circulating notn.
73,451.38
Net amount due to national bank
and trust
.......
,i,i,. t, luinhg. linnM-nror- companies in the United States and
9,898.23
eign countries
57,600.62
mg-.-- outstam
bank
own
.in
cheeks
Cashier's
140,8rU..J
.12
Total of items 28, 29. 80. 31. and
sub- Demand depoiitt (other than bunk dcpo.HO
ject to reierve.
703,764.88
Individual dennHs wibl'- -t to check
7M'704 HH
Total of demand deposits
thun for money
Certificates of deposit
112,918.45
borrowed)
Time depoiltt subject to
484.43
Postal savings deposits
81,350.28
,

"-r,l)-

pm

mini

aiiei. in.

wwinniifiin

--

Wi

--

....

CVOTJtiXMl

if

L

-- --

--

CERTAINTY
THE PRESENT PERIOD
IS ONE IN WHICH THE

INTELLIGENT AND

SOURCEFUL TYPE OF
MAN MAKES CERTAIN

.

,,i

t

-

reeri

0uroffe

U4'763

Reserve
Bill! payable, other fan with Federal
Bank (including all obligations .representing
money borrowed otner man

LlabiK

READY-TO-PUT-O-

N

BEEN SUCCESSFULLY

SAILOR ED AT FASHION PARK
AL WA YS PRICED TO WARRANT VALUE

DEVELOPED BY OUR

$1,246,432.13

TOTAL

Liabilities

THAT THE CLOTHES HE
PUR CHASES WILL SER FE
PERFEC TLYi PE RFE C T
CLOTHES SERVICE HAS,

CUSTOM SEP'. 'ICE WITHOUT
THE ANNOYANCE OP A TRY-O-

16

60,000.00

for rediscount, with Federal Reserve
foVridfsciunts oVthii wi'tnFideral

Reserve Bank
Total contingent liabilities

-

197,906.66

..J

i

b

that

Ihee

Sment

i. true

to

thbest ofmy

G. P. KUYKENDALL,

rnm,,t Attest:
OVERSTREET,
Subscribed and .worn to before
My commission expires May

H,

1021'

,

do solemnly swear
knowledge and belief.
Cashier.

C. A.' SCHEU1UCU. ,H. Y,

jJqn

of November; 1920,
NoUry rubflo

TAI-

LORS AT FASHION PARK,

18.359.19
216,266.85

.hnwn above, the amount on which
chargodU;rTate. in excess of those permitted by
waa
discount
nterest
which total charge not
law (Sec. 6197 Rev . Stat.) (exc
o
ow
to exceed
NONE.

id
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GRAND AVENUE
AND

A. B. Austin & Co.

GRAND AVENUE

"The Price Is The Thing"

MITCHELL STREET

MITCHELL STREET

if

u .

1

AND

CONVENIENC
WE do everything in our power to make shopping convenient.
you on open counters and marked in plain figures.

i
i
t

All merchandise is spread before
e

LADIES REST ROOM
We have furnished for your use large and commodious rest rooms where telephone service and writing tables are provided. Make use of them make your appointments at Austin's. Ladies' clubs and
other organizations are invited to use these rooms.

Surprise Specials

i

X

Windows

Saturday-S- ee

X

I

Whil tli. eagle ha. bwn given Orel place aa in. "national bird." some pcupi.
have thouulti thai it,, turkev should have been secordM this place became It. I. In
ao general u
on our national trad dny, and because It had been domesUcated Of
the Indians Ions; before the discovery or America by Columbus,
The name whs given In error, as It was supposed lo have come from Turkey,
which It did mil. the common turkey betas' naUva to North America, But let the
turkey tell his own story:

can introduce myself aa ef the type vertebrate, because I have a back.;
I
m classed as a bird because I am an animal that dresses in feathers
rather than In skin Ilk men or to wear wool like sheep, hair Ilk a horse's or
fur Ilk a bear.
My order Is gallinaceous, from a Latin word, meaning henj and our order
Is sometimes called rasores, also from the Latin, because wt scratch for a1
living. We practice "the strenuous lift" which other preach.
My family Is a large on, in Phaslanlda, which Include most of th domestic fowls and alao pheasants, grouse and quail nearly 100 species In all
word In my sclenUflo record,;
You notice that I have com
but my jaws art called mandibles, from a' Latin word that meant to chaw, th
upper and lower mandible forming my bill.
Th whole opening of my mouth I called my gap (broad a, plea,) and
sometimes th rictus; but that word should always be restricted to th back
comer of my mouth.
You must have noticed how beautifully my neck Is wattled. That ware)
wattle I Old English and mean a bag. Th other nam for my wittlee, caruncle, comes from th Latin and man fleeh,
I
00 bareheaded, but wear a great many feather from my neck down to
my tibia. Everybody's leg below th knee (Including yeur and mlna) hat
two bone, of which on Is th tibia.
My tlbla I feathered. Below that Is th tarsus (Greek heel In vertebrates,
th joint that bend back, while th knee-joibands forward), and this tarcu
Is tar of feathers, but covered with big Mai. I wouldn't dart p renounce all
th long word that go with this part of my anatomy, but it may be InterestIn th dictionary for "Kulated" and rtlatoal
ing for you to go
"
ward. Look for "drumstick" and see why It ia called
Whlls en my feet and legs I'd better tell you something of my toes, of
weapon being merelfutly
which I have four, beside the spur, this
My first to grow out In a Beamingly
denied to the females of our family.
awkward way behind the spread of my foot; but It la really a convenience)
when I want to clutch anything, as, for Instance, th branch of th tree where
I

bone.

A.B. Austin & Co.

GRAND AVENUE
AND
MITCHELL STREET

BELLVIEW SCHOOL NOTES

t

4i
The grammar gradca have caught
the spirit and have organized literary societies. The sixth grade formed one society and the seventh and
eighth grade combined formed into
another. The following are the officers of the societies: Sixth grade,
Roy Osborne. Pres.; Noel Battcrshell,
Marie Rose, secretary;
program committee, Myrtle Price,
Charlsie McDowell and Thelda Mickey. The officers qf the seventh and
eighth grades are: George Socloy,
.;
pro- pres.: Lloyd Price,
e
jrrnm committee, Ruascl Gansk,
Biggers, Opal Brown.
The sixth grade gave their first
program Friday afternoon.
It was
vice-pre-

vice-pres-

Au-din-

GRAND AVENUE
AND
X

very good, and Mias Wingo, who attended, reports that it was almost as
good as programs given by the Dramatic Club. The eighth grade society will give its first program on
Friday, December 3rd.
The well for the school house has
been completed, but is not yet in
working order.
Mrs. Horn, Mrs. Phio Horn and Mr.
Giford Crume were visitors at the
DormBtory Sunday.
They motored
up from Farwell.

A committee was appointed by the!
CURRY FARMERS WILL
president and they decided to rive a
HAVE BETTER HORSES
shower for the loan closet of the Red
Crow at the home of Mrs. Anna!
Although tractors have become an
Jones, 405 North Wallace, Friday, Important
item in improved farm eon.
December 3rd. The program for the ditions in
Curry County, and motor
afternoon was
rlehntt. "T?aMua,i
trucks have saved thousands of Hnl.
that immigration is a menace to the lars for farmers in
making long hauls
U. S." Negative. Mrs. McMinn and to
market, the horse is not forgotten
Mrs. Pattison,
Mrs
affirmative
Along with other stent toward ef
Ricketts and Mrs. Steed.
This ficiency
in farming, the farmer has
was the best as well as the
found that when he needs a horso he
jolliest
program
of
year.
the
needs a good one instead of just any
Mrs. Lane of Forney, Texas, mother
old "nug. '
Mrs.
of
Stevenson,
was club guest for
WOMAN'S CLUB
During the Inst year tho farmers
tho nfternoon.
Club ndjourncd to
of Curry
County have imported
Dec.
meet
4,
A.
Mrs.
l,
with
W.
Mrs. E. T. Jernigan was hostess to
twelve pure-brePerchcron stallion,
with Mrs. Bonis as hostess.
the Woman's Club Tuesday afterfive jacks and eight pure-bremarcs.
x
Twenty-sinoon.
members were
present. The Red Cross community
When friend wife mnkes the iniS1,mv us 8 smilt' that W""'1 come
nurse, Miss Wills, was present and tial exhibition of her Christmas shop-we'n show vou a nut- - 80y
guve an outline of her work. She ping list to hubby these may indeed!0"
Abe Martin.
asked the
of tho club. bo the melancholy days.

i

.hie
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g

turkey-huntin-

"tlbla-tareus.-

d

Hock-enhul-

d

d

DON'T FORGET

ji

X

MITCHELL STREET

"The Price is the Thing
CLOVIS, N. M.
PHONES 43, 49 and 52

Optical. STl,mopl
NEW LYCEUM BUILDING

If your eyes seem irritated and ache and

burn

causing headaches, etc., don't neglect them.

They need immediate attention.

'

tan

Pains
Were
Terrific

I

generally roost. This toe
and called th hallux. Th eeoond
th Inner front on, is
th third or middle on haa fear
Joint, and th fourth or outer on has five Joint.
Now, when you prepare m for th oven don't throw away my lower tags
and feet, but clean them thoroughly with a brush and warm water, to which
you have added a pinch of aoda. Lay In cold water after a genereu rinsing,
and whan you (tart th fir to roast my carcass put my lags (th tarsus only)
and feet Into a basin, cover with cold water and let them tit whsr they wilt
Immer until th roast
done when you have a foundation or stock for th
most delicious broth. I could tell you how th chicken soup trad began In
Washington Market with a poor woman who utilized what th marketmen
threw away, only to buy back from her In th form of a bowl of (teaming hot
oup, for which they each paid her a dim
and she became rich from this
I

I

to,

Read how Mm. Albert
Gregory, of R. F. D. No.
1, Bluford, HI., got rid ol
her ills. ''During . . . I
was awfully weak . , ,
My pains were terrific. I
thought I would die. The
bearing-dow- n
pains were
actually so severe I could
not stand the pressure ol
my hands on the lower
of my stomach . . .
Fart
felt as if life was
for but a short time. My
husband was worried . . .
One evening, while read-in- g
the Birthday Almanac, he came across a
case similar to mine, and
went straight for some
Cardul for me to try.

d

three-Jointe-

I

humble

beginning.

"giblets," too (heart, liver and glziard), are used by th thrifty house,
wife, who chops them fin after cooking them in the dripping pan with th
"bird," and then adds them to the already rich gravy for "horn conaumptlon,"
My giizurd is a sort of mill where my food
criwhed, being th second
or true stomach, after being softened In th first one, th "crop," in th lower
part of the neck.
My wishbone has s longer nam, furculum, from the Latin word that
,
meana fork. The meaning is obvious.
As to my plumage, first are th "contour feather." These give outline
color and are ornamental appendages. These feathers art moved by muscles
which are located under the skin, give me a chance to "spread myself" by
brushing the ground with my wings, erecting my body and tall feathers until
I seem twice my usual slie while strutting about and uttering my "gobble."
That word, by th way, Is Old English.
The tail feather, th great quill feather of the wings, art the rtmlges,
or oarsmen, of our tribe. They do th heavy pulling In flight, at tht oar doet
In rowing.
These form th spread of th wing and are stiff, strong and "pen.
My tail feathers and upper-tai- l
coverts art tipped with a
naeeous,"
beautiful chestnut brown or brom in my wild state, and with whit In my
tarn state.
Let m tell you a bit of my history. Domestication ha diminished my
Six anii strength, dulled my plumage and Improved my temper.
In th savage life of th forest I am liksly to attack my own children
(poultf they are called) and be In return attacked and beaten off by my wife In
their defense. Then I "get mad," and hunt up other maltreated turkey
d
whose hen will not let them rud th house. W go away In group ef,
a doien to a hundred, and w do th tramp act to perfection, until mating time
arrive, when we generally get Into a pretty fierce fight, a
W were introduced Into Europe early In th sixteenth century, and in many
places have become "naturalized."
Th wild member of our tribe art disappearing before tht onward march
of civilization, but wt domestic turkeys art increasingly appreciated and art
being raited In so great numbers that I havt heard it stated authoritatively
that If tht "turkey" money were applied to tht national debt it would be
wiped out In lest that ton years.
Turkey eggt art from nint to fifteen at a "clutch" tht ntxt complement,
sometimes reaching twenty. They art highly prized for tating by tome, and
art large, with white shells "freckled" with brown.
Our young turkeys art delicate, needing careful watching for a few weeks,
at tht hen turkey It likely to take them off on long trampt In wet gratt duo.
Ing tht tarly morning, and they art not often able to endure thlt herole treat
ment We turkeyt feed on grass, grarris, fruits, vegetsbles, insects and even
"gobble" young frogs and lizards, picking up a living almost anywhere.
My

I

TAKE

pen-lik-

OUR STOCK OP JEWELRY, SILVERWARE,

IVORY,

PICK-AR-

D

CHINA, ETC., IS ARRIVING DAILY AND WILL BE
VERY COMPLETE.
CALL AND SEE US.

lie Optical.

.hop

Jernigan & Worrell, Props.
IN NEW LYCEUM BUILDING
C.

E. WORRELL, Expert Optician

The Woman's Tonic
i
"1 took it faithfully and
the results were Immediate," adds Mrs. Oregory.
"I continued to get better, all my ills left me,
8nd I went through . . ,
with no further trouble.
My baby was fat and
strong, and myself thank
Clod am once more hale
and hearty,' can walk
miles, do my work,
though 44 years old, feel
like a new person.' AIM
owe to Cardul." For
many years Cardul has
been found helpful in
building up the system
when run down by dls
orders peculiar to women.

Take
Cardui
j. it

hut-ban-

"free-for-all.- "
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War Prices.
77iese Goocfe Wffl be Sold at Less Than Cost.
me Down and We Are Going to Help Force Them Down!
A

Tarn.

1

TT

A

T1 1

j

TT

Ana vvui Last
10 Days Only!

Dollar Sale in the east Goods
pf production. We pass on to you the
derful bargains.
Million

Nettleton's, $20.00 Value $13.95
Diamond Special, $12.00

Value
.9.00 Value
6.50 Value

$0.60
$7.65
$5.65

WORK SHOES
All Leather. 10 Per Cent Off.
Price Very Low.

OYS' SCHOOL SHOES
$4.50
$4.00

5.50 Value
s
Value
SPECIAL LOT
3.75 Value

5.0Q

$3.50 Value

)3.25 Value .v;
52.75 Value
Buy Your Shoes Now!

TABLE CLOTHS
54.50 Value

at

$2.37

,

.

DAMASK

;

97Jc

31.35 Value at
$1.00 Value at

70c

42c yd.
30c yd.

Feather Prof BED TICKING
VCI

1m

n ret
05W

iNow going in this

COMFORTS
$7.69
$5.35
$3.88

One Case Blankets
$3.50 Values, on Sale at. . $2.67
only 50 pair
One Case Wool-Nagoing
at ... . $3.87
$5.50 Value,
p,

22 yd.

BABY BLANKETS
98c
$1.69
$3.39

23c yd.

oz. and 8 oz.

wafl

Sale

w

47c

yd.

Big Lot Challie, Cretonne and

other Curtain Materials
60c Value, now
No Exchanges.

$42.00
$35.00
$28.00
$22.00
$17.50

Sale Price
Sale Price
Sale Price
Sale Price

$42.00
$35.00
$28.00
$24.50

Complete Line Men's and Young Men's All
Wool Serges, Worsteds, and Cottonades.

Oil Color Calico
13c yd.

$1.50 Value at
$2.50 Value at
$5.00 Value at

at
at
at
at
at

MEN'S PANTS

Blue and Grey Stripes

65c Value
K5c Value
Va
llUfc

Small Lot Brown Muslin
17c yd.

CHEVIOT SHIRTINGS

DUCK
in

19c yd.

York Flannel

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

$60.00 Coats,
$50.00 Coats,
$40.00C ats,
$35.00 Coats,

Good Grade Brown Muslin

BIG BLANKET SALE
$2.69
$2.40
$2.39
$1.89

Boys Clothing

Men's Overcoats

VERY SPECIAL!

$15.00 Value at
$3.50 Value at
$5.00 Value at

-

$60.00
$50.00
$40.00
$30.00
$25.00

YEAR'S PRICES AT OUR STORE NOW,
H NOW AS IT WILL BE WORTH NEXT YEAR

Ms

.,.

Men's Suits

TO- -

Fine Shoes

o.aa a m
a.,
awF"-w"-"a-,,,.-

29c

$14.50 Values
$12.00 Values
$11.00 Values
$7.50 Values

$10.50
$9.00
$7.25
$4.65

One Lot Pants Sold for S10.00, $8.60 and $6.50

All going at

$3.85

.

MEN'S SHIRTS
One Lot $3.60 Values .
SILK SHIRTS

$1500 Values at
$5.75 Values at

. .

,v

MACKINAWS
$13.50 Value, Sale Price $10.50
$12.50 Value, Sale Price $ 8.75
MEN'S CORDUROY SUITS

$21.50 Value now Special $15.50

ONE LOT WORK COATS
$4.98
$8.50 Value at
$12.50 Value at

$8.35

WORK SHIRTS

$1.50 Values Regulars ... 98c
$1.50, Slims and Stouts. . $1.29

KHAKI COVERALLS

$8.75
$2.87

$5.50 Value, Men's; Sale $3.69
KHAKI PANTS
Very Special at $3.39 and $2.49

....
MEN'S HATS

OVERALLS
Very Best Grade

$2.50

ONE LOT OF OYEHAI.M

Very Special

20 Per Cent Discount.
?5.00 TO $25.00 ALL PRICES.
NO NAME AND VANITY STYLES.

MEN'S NECKWEAR

SUSPENDERS
President, now

$19.25
$27.50 Suits
$11.20
$16.00 Suits
$ 8.05
Suits
$11.50
Big Stock Boys' Suits On Hand.
One Lot Boys' Corduroy Suits
$7.45
On Sale

$2.29

MEN'S COLLARS
9c each
One Lot Ass't. sizes

$3.00 Values at
$1.75 Values at
75c Values at
65c Values at

30 Pet. Discount

$1.69
98c
49c
35c

$1.50

MEN'S UNDERWEAR
$3.00 Union Suits
$2.00 Union Suits

$2.39
$1.67

WOOL UNIONSUITS
$6.00 Value, now
$4.50 Value, now

....

$3.39

CANVAS GLOVES
50c pr.

'

Big Lot at

15c pr.

ALL GLOVES ON SALE.

:
4

E FIGHTERS"

h.

o

Clovis, New Mexico
;

;.'

If -
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THE CL0VI3 NEWS,

Dr W. II. Lancaster

t

4

SNAPSHOTS

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
ClovU, New Mexico
Office Suite 8, Barry Building
Tolophono 422

(Dallas News)

THOMAS W. JONES

It has just about gotten so in this
country that if the cook doesn't put
on a lot of atyle people will think
she's as poor as her mistress.

Veterinarian.
200 Went Otero Street.
ClorU, N.
Pnone 45.

M,

Dr J. B. Westerfield
Physician and Surgeon.
Office over First National Bank
Office Phone 231.
Residence 2j

'

As a general
thing, no matter
which girl an old bachelor marries,
he will come to believe he waa too
hasty.

Personally, we admire pink, but a
girl with too much rogue may leave
the impression that she is blushing
at the way she's dressed.

In 1858 he became a candidate for
the
and waa again
defeated.
In 1858 he was defeated by
Douglass.
One failure after another had
failures
great setbacks. In the face
of all this he eventually became one
of the country's greatest men, if not
the greatest.
When you think of a series of setbacks like this, doesn't it make you
feel kind of small to becomo dis
counted, just because you think you
aro having a hard time in life?
Praetorian Guard.
NOTICE OF SUIT

State of Now Mexico to Charlie
B. Doylo and Emma Doyle,

?

DR. C.

0.

his wife,
Furthermore, we have never joined and all unknown
claimants:
any organization whose promoter had
You are notified that Edward
z
to wear a plug hat in putting it over.
has begun a suit against you in
the District Court of Curry County,
If the entire truth could be dis
New Mexico, in cause No. 1085, and
covered it might be found that Eve
the general objocta of said action
that
told Adam the forbidden fruit had a
are to quiet titlo to Lota 1, 2, 3, and 4
kick in it.
Fahs-holt-

WARRLNER

CHIROPRACTOR
113 South Main St.
PHONE 101

DR. H. R. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH
Treati all diseases, both acute and
chronic. Office In New Tile
building on corner north of Fire
Station and east of Lyceum
theatre.
Office phono 38.!. Rosldeuee
Clovis, New Mexico.

300.

.

'
DR.

L. M. BIGGS
Veterinary Surgeon
Phone 831
Now Mexico

ClovU,

WALTER W. MAYES
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Practice In All Court
ClovU, N. M.

t4f

44t

4

DR. T. E. PRESLEY
Eye, Ear, Not and Throat,
of Roswell, N. M., will be In Clo- via the Cth of each month.

DR. C. L. McCLELLAND

Physician and Surgeon
Offiie over Dcnhtf Jew. Cc.
Residence, 914 N. Main St.
CLOVIS, N. M.

t

ELECTRIC FLOOR
SURFACE CO.
New and old floors surfaced
and finished. Makes your floors
easy to keep clean. Call Gam- mell, phone 334.

in Section 8, in Township 5 North of

Tillio Clinger says the reason she's
got to leave her present boarding-hous- e
is because the landlady's daughter aspires to the operatic st&ge and
stage.
has reached the
REAL OIL IS BALED
FROM ARTESIA

WELL

Mex well waa bal
The Kansas-Need yesterday afternoon at 1 o'clock
and aa many aa 200 local business
men were on hand to ace the big work
go on. The) well is down to a dopth
of 618 feet and while r.o one claims
that it is an oil well, export who
have examined tho well and those who
saw the real crude oil taken from the
wcl yesterday are convinced that the
well hes every "landmark" of a real
producer.
No accurate account was takon of
tho amount of oil taken from the well
yesterday, but conservative estimates
place the amount at a bnrrel. The
first few times the baler brought up
only water and ht:r tho pure oil was
encountered and a barrel was filled,
the rest being allowed to run away on
Thoco who went from
tho ground.
here aro well pleaset' with tho oil
prospects in the lower vallsy and
came home most optimistic over the
outlook.
The Illinois well No. 1 will be shot
next week. At east this is according
to the latest advices received in this
city. This will be very important in
the oil history of the Pecos valley
and much will depend on the result of
this shot. No definite announcement
aa to when the well will be shot has
been made here yet.
Arteaia and Lake Arthur arc very
active these days and both town arc
filled with strangers, among them being some Of the big oil men from the
field. Roswell

NOTICE OF SUIT
The surplus female population
the world has risen from abou
6,000,000 to 15,000,000 since the be
ginning of tho World War.

Stato of New Mexico to Elizabeth
McCarson and all unknown claimants:
You arc notified that Orville E.
Pattison haa begun a suit against
you in tho District Court of Curry
County, New Mexico, in cause No.
1C86 and that the general objects of
said action are to quite title to:
The SE Quarter of tho SW Qunr-tethe SW Quarter of the SE Quarter of Section Four; the NW Quarter
of the NE Quarter of Section Nine,
all in Township Four North, Range
Thirty-siEast, N. M. P. M., Curry
County, New Mexico,
and to bar you from claiming any
title therein, and that unless you
plead in said cause on or before the
31st day of December, 1920, judgment by default will be taken against
you; that the attorney for plaintiff
is A. W. Hockenhull of Clovis, New
Mexico.
Witness my hand and seal of said
Court at Clovis, New Mexico, this
18th day of November, 1920.
(SEAL)
W. C. ZERWER,
Clerk.
r;

After you eat always take

ATONIC
(Tor yocr

acid-stomaci-

Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloat
Foaling. Stops food souring,
repeating, and all stomach miseries.

dGauy

Aim dig Mtioa and appetite. Kpi atnroach
awtatund atrong. increawi Viulily end I'ep.

KATONICiihabt remedy.

Tenn of

thou-Mi-

underfullir bonal.Ufl. Onlymjlun cont
or twoa day to iwe it. Pmltlveli' auatante.4
a bi
to planae or we will refund owauy.
tl'lJO

VT,

a.

Jt

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.,
ClovU. N. M.

I

i

::

I

Help Settle
The Dust...
With a good drink at
out fountain.
Clean and Sanitary

Ask your friends.

Let'sGo To

MURRAY'S
Confectionery
Slaogbtor Murray, Proprietor.

Rango 37 Fast. Curry Countv. New
to bar you from claiming
any title therein, and that unless you
plccd in said cause on or .before the
31st d?y of December, 1920, judgment by default will bo taken against
you; that the attorney for plaintif
is A. W. Hockenhull of Clovis, N. M.
Witr.rss my hand and seal of sold
Court at Clovis, New Mexico, this
18th day of November, 1920.
(SEAL)
W. C. ZERWER.
Clerk.
Mexico and

W. I. MILES
STORE
Moved to Old Home Bakery, one
door west of Cotter Hotel. We buy
and sell second-han- d
furniture. Also we sell new Singer, sewing1 machines. Trade and take In old machines on new ones,
Call and see us.

r

prason

"TP's!
1

31
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TRADE

MARK

I

Farm Tractor
A Fordson on your farm means quicker work bettor work
easier work. You ean do more work in a day with the Fordson,
and it is easier for you. (let more money from the farm as well.
The Fordson is a product of the genius of Henry Ford. lie
was bora on a farm, and he now lives on a farm, cultivating more
than 7.000 acres every year, lie knows the Tarm problems and he
built the Fordson to help solve these problems in .the easiest way;
in a money-makin- g
way. Henry Ford and Son build one type of
tractor. They have built this one tractor and have built it well.
The Fordson haa more power per pound weight than any
other tractor manufactured. It is a universal utility for the farm.
Like the Ford car, its uses are many, and it is your servant during
the entire year.
Only a limited number of Fordson tractors are allotted this
territory, and the demand is greater than the supply. Orders are
being filled in rotation. Order yours now.
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SECOND-HAN-
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Made by Henry Ford

&

KM

li

Son and sold by

JONES & LINDLEY
AGENTS

Real Service!

Operating Highway Garage
We are now feeding more
people than at any time we
have been in the restaurant
business in Clovii. There is a
reason for this. We are giving
our patrons the very best possible service and plenty of good
things to eat ,

OPEN ALL NIGHT
We have adopted
new policy of keeping our restaurant
open -- 11 night, This will give
the wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are in getting in
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

0gg& Boss Cafe
Open All Night

x

When The Day Is Over
When the

household

cares and tlio

worries of
everyday lifo
have drnpircd

0

What to Look for in
Buying a Phonograph
The Sixth of a Series

Often times in playing your phonograph it is desirable to
maintain control of the dynamics (tone force) and play certain
records louder or softer than others.
So then a Tone Modifier is essential, and this device should
be so constructed that it will lessen the degree of loudness only
and not choke or stifle the tone utterance.
It should bo conveniently located and easy to operate, yet not
in the way of placing a record or winding the motor.
It is also important to sec that the tone is modified before it
reaches the amplifier or horn, for, after the tone has been amplified (or increased in volume), it can be modified only at the expense of tone quality.

you dowt
mndo you u:.

happy, and

thorn in nothing in lifo but
tc
headache, backache and worry, turn to
By tho law of avcrago it is impos- tho rin!it prescription, ono gotten up by
sible for all the refreshments served Dr. Pierce fifty years aiy.
Everything growing out of tho ground
ct social functions to be "delicious."
seems intended for eomo uso in establish-in- g
Some of them must bo punk.
natural condition!.
Dr. Pierce, of
buffalo, N. Y., long since found out what
ARE YOU DISCOURAGED?
Li naturally best for women's disease.
REMEMBER THIS
Ho teamed it nil through treating thou
was a sands of cases. The result of his studies
When Abraham Lincoln
young man ho ran for the legislature was a mcdiuino called Dr. Pierce's Favorin Illinois, and was badly swamped. ite Prescription. This mcdieino is mado
He next entered business, failed jf vcgetablo growths that nature, surely
and spent seventeen years of his life intended for backacho, headache, weak
pains, irregularities,
paying up the debts of a worthless ening, bearing-dow- n
pelvic inflammations, and for tho many
partner.
He was in love with a beautiful disorders common to women in all agce of
young woman to whom he became life. Dr. Pierce's Favorito Prescription la
mode of lady's slipper root, bluck cohosh
engaged then she died.
Later he married a woman who was root, unicorn root, blue cohosh root and
Oregon grape root. Dr. Piorce knew,
a constant burden to him.
politics
Entering
again, he ran when he Qrst made this standard mcdifor Congress and was again badly eino, that whiskey and Aiorphine aro injurious, and so ho baa always kept them
defeated.
He then tried to get an appoint- out of bis remedies. Women who take
ment to the United States Land Of- this standard remedy know that in Dr.
Pieree'a Favorite Prescription they am
fice, bat failed.
He became a candidate for the getting a eafo woman's tonio so good the
druggisU eve aw here adl It, In liquid r
United States Senate, and waa badly
tablet (em).

defeated.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2S, 1920.
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Is The Inatrument You Will Eventually Buy

Nunn Electric Co.
OF CLOVIS

THE CLOVIS NEWS, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1920.
MANHATTAN ISLAND
LOSES POPULATION

I

The old city of New York
is, the island of Manhuttan

that
it

los-

ing population. At least the railroad
managers think so. They ba9e their
belief on the great number of com
mutation tickets now sold for suburban places. Hundreds of thousands
of people are living outside of the
city and coming in every day. Some
have their homes fifty miles or more
from their places of business, and
use up two hours a day going back
and forth.
There are several rea
sons for all this. Land values and
rents are so high in Manhattan that
people who want comfortable homes
cannot afford to live there. The is
land is fast becoming a home only
for the very rich or the very poor.
Thousands of old dwellings have been
torn down, too, to make room for
business buildings.

aclWcteuje- ,-

THE MARK ON QUALITY LUMBER

PUBLICATION NOTICE

Here's a Little Suggestion for the

Court of Curry
County, State of New Mexico.
In the matter of the last will and
testament of Edward Lemoine, de
ceased. No.
To Whom It May Concern:
Notice is hereby given that an instrument purporting to be the Last
Will and Testament of Edward Le
moine, deceased, has been filed for
probate in the Probate Court of Cur
ry County, New Mexico, and that by
order of said Court, the 3rd day of
January, 1921, at the hour of 10:00
a. m., at the Court room of said
Court, in the City of Clovis, New
Mexico, is the day, time and place
set for hearing proof of said last
will and testament.
Therefore any person or persons!
wishing to enter objections to the
probating of said last will and testa
ment are hereby notified to file their
objections In the office of the County
Clerk of Curry County, on or before
the time set for said hearing.
Dated at Clovis, New Mexico, this
10th day of November, 1920.
(SEAL)
W. C. ZERWER,
Clert
In the Probate

mi

mi

in
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Man Who Doesn't Need to Build

......

j

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Stamina and Profits
fianital.
w"i
i

$135,000.00

X

F

Town
A Strong Bank In a Growing
.

i

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
Surplus $27,500

J Capital $50,000

The Bank That Accomodates"

Ix
I

It is remarkable

how a little lumber, a little paint and a good
out of style
two
workman or
can make over a plain,
house into a neat, attractive home. One man spent a few hundred
dollars and the very day the simple improvements were completed
he was offered $1400 dollars more for the property than he had
ever been offered before.
d,

,

The improvements he had made were better. than a 100
vestment.

in-

But it isn't altogether the money investment that ought to be
considered. Maybe mother and the girls are dissatisfied with the
plain old house. The neighborhood has been beautifying and your
folks, too, may long for those attractive little features that make
the passerby pause and say: "Now there's a neat little home."
Come in and see us. We have some interesting suggestions
for economical remodling. And we can supply the materials.

THE

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

THE CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS
"The Farmers' Friend"
We solicit J mil I'llimiiif, ..u.

X

.

.

Tata Anrfinnppir

T

j

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Office ut Ft. Sumner, N M
L
Jov 17, 1020.
Notice is hereby given thht Joe C.
Koor, of Clovis, N. M., who on 'Aug.
Costs
17. Ulfl, made Homestead Entry, No.
014:177, for SE'i, Section U, Twp.
Telephone No. 15
1 N., Range 34E, N. M. r.Merldinn,
tl
1
Ins file r.otico of intention to make
Final three yetr proof, t3 establish
claim to tf.o land nbuve described, before Probate Judge C. V. Steed, in
Claimant names as witnesses:
It's office at Cbvis, N. M., on the
W. A. Killen, R. J. Moore, G. C.
2S!h iluy of December, 1920.
Scarborough and W. H. Harrison, all
Claimant names ua witnesses:
of Texico, N. M., Route A.
Andrew C. Face, Charles P. Hilo- I. J. BRISCOE, Register
mnn. J.mea u. iiniiiuny, Allien a.
Douglass all of Clovis, N. M.
W. R. McGill, Register.

ONG-fp-

Land

J
j

:

I huve been a stork raiser and buyer nil my life arid know the
value of stock and furm implements and have never failed to sell
tract of land when put up ut a fuir sale.
SeeVme or leave dotes at offioe of
Your sales appreciated.
Company.
Mortgoge
Harney & Wilkinson or Union

Get the Money
you expect to make a fann loan this year,
better get the money now, as no one knows what
conditions will be later. We can use a few good
loans on improved land. List your farms and city
property with us if yo uwant to sell it.

If

"It

Notice is hereby given that letters
of administration upon the estate of
Jennings Jenkins, deceased, were
granted to me by the Probate Court
of Curry County, New Mexico, on the
28th day of September, 1920, and all
persons having claims against said
estate are required to present tame
for payment within the period of one
year from said date, or they will be
forever barred.
ARTHUR JENKINS,
Administrator
News Classified

Ads get results.

IW F.n..im.ni

TEXAS WONDER
,
and blodder troubles, grov-tlweak and lame buck, rheumatism
nd Irregularities of tho kidneys and
bladdor In both men and women. If
not sold by your druggist will e sent
by mall on receipt of $1.26. One
small bottlo often cures. Send for
Dr. E. W. Hall,
sworn testimonials.
2026 Olive st, St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggist.

lor kidney

REALLY NEEDED
THIS YEAR
(From the Ohio Stale Journni)

NOT

cd.

RUCKER'S FAMOUS
KORAK REMEDY
(The Original Korak Womttir)
For all disorders of the stomnch,
kidneys, liver and bowels. A splen
did blood purifier, removes worms
from tho body, stops bedwetting. A
great family medicine. Trice $1.00
per box.
RUCKER'S FAMOUS
KORAK OIL
For rheumatism, and all aches and
pains, coma, bunions, sare feet, also
for wire cuts and gulled shoulders.
Price 7Bc per bottle.
FOR SALE BY
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.
ClovU, N. M.
THE H. D. RUCKER REMEDY CO.
1
Amarillo, Texas

No More To

C2:

Built It Right."
W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.
ttfTtTTTTt

Tf
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Your Last Opportunity to
To Buy Choice Licboit

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE

If these remedies do not prove sat- isfactory, your money will be refund'

Union Mortgage Co.

I

tp

LUMBER

T

w

Addition Lots

Dad Dwight of the Clovis Marble
Work on Grand Ave., ships his mor-bie direct Into Clovis fro mthe quar-rio- f
of the Now England States. Be
cut it, polishes and letters it right
ure and sells it direct to the custo
mer. There sre no miaaie man s
profits and It Is not hard to sm how
he can save you money on your mon
umcnta. Not only this, he is a citi
zen of Clovis, has his home here and
when you patronize him you are
helping to build up the town and the
iiu
county. lie nires no uiumnen
WnU and when you buy one of
Dad Dwight's monuments ypu have to
deal direct with him at his marble
works on Grand Avcnuo, but if ysu
can save from 20 to 40 per cent on
vour monuments isn't it worth while?
Ho has had 88 years experience in
tho monument business. If you need
anything in his line it will pay you
to sco him.

ON SMALL

PAYMENT PLAN. SEE US FOR

PRICES AND TERMS.
ONLY 69 LOTS LEFT.

DON'T DELA- Y-

CHOOSE YOURS.

The Scheurich Agency

110 WEST GRAND
NOTICE OF SUIT
In the District Court of Curry
County. New Mexico.
O.
Pearl Cox. olumtiff. vs. Alf-e- d
Cox, defendant.
N. 1G75.
unto set my hand and affixed the
complaint herein.
pretty nearly all the lies we told
To the defendant Alfred O. Cox,
the
attorney
is
Havener
W.
for
seal
A.
of said court this the 23rd day
might have been sted for 1924,
in the above suit:
busipost
his
plaintiff
and
office
October,
and
really
of
1920.
be
they'll
suit
a
Imagine
You will take notice that
when we
W. C. ZERWER,
needed.
has been filed against you and is ness address Is Clovis, New Mexico. (SEAL)
tp
County Clerk.
witness whereof, I have here 1
In
now pending In the District Court of
get
results.
News Classified ads
News Classified ads get results.
the Fifth Judicial District in and for
in
Curry County, New Mexico,
which Pearl Cox is plaintiff and AlNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S fred O . Cox Ik defendant and num
Land Office at Tucumcari, N. M., bered 1676 on the docket of said
Court.
October 26, 1920.
2
and 214 S. Main
You are furthor notified that the
Notice is hereby given that Nanh
S. Main Street.
J. Dilbeck, of Texico, Now Mexico, Mineral obiccts of said suit are as
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Route A, who, on November 15, 1917, follows: to procure a decree of dl
OPEN PAY AND NIGHT
Day 67; Night 14 and 203
Telephones
Entry No, vorce dissolving the marriage rela
Homestead
mads
Enlnnred
67; Night, 14 and 203
existing between the plaintiff
Telephones-D- ay,
021831, for SE4, Section 27, Town-ltioshin 6 N.. Ranee 86 E.. N.'M. P. I and defendant
You are also notified that if you
Meridlah, has filed notice of Inten- AMBULANCE SERVICE
AMBULANCE SERVICE
proof to cs-- fail to appear of plead In this cause
tlon to make Three-yea- r
de-- on or bef ore the 28th day of
! ;
fc the land
bove
tabliBh
claim
C. V. STEED,
Manager
O. V. STEED,
befors C. A. Scheurich, ber, 1020, Judgment will he rendered
United States Commissioner, at Clo- - against you In said cause by default
112
vis, Now Mexico, on the 14th day of and the plaintiff will apply to the
112
' court for the relief sought for In the
December, 1020.
You never can tell in advanco of
course but if wo republicans had
known nil along what wo know now
most of the money we spent and

11-1-

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.

203-210-21-

Decem-scrlbe-

Undertaking Parlors

West Grand Ave.

Street

Manager

d,

Undertaking Parlors

West Grand Ave.
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denced in the contest. Next year an
effort will bo made to have every
state in the union represented with
possibly a team or two from Canada.

BOYS' AND GIRLS'
CLUB CORNER

otthcr served and the teacher was
table mentor.
The opportunity to
teach "manners" is one of its best

arguments.

I

Three Texas boys make up the
tcnm that gow to the Royal Stock
?hnw in England next July. There
n
were
stales in the contest
and a great deal of interest wag evi
foi'-too-

One teacher who served hot lunches

states with conviction
that the afternoon deportment was
100r'r since she began the practice.
One child acted ns hostess while an- nil last winter

ITSBSS

Thrilling Smashing Verile
Bulging with emotion, packed
with tense moments--daringl- y
sensational.

As long as there are county fairs
there will be flaws in judges but B.
W. Emerson, county leader at Mt.
Morris, N. Y., hus devised a plan
whereby the judge can work much
more fairly with club exhibits. Each
livestock exhibit will have a large
card on which the owner will show
th; minimi's 'record of gain, etc.,
during the time the project has been
cared for and the animals will be
placed accordingly.

The Club girls tit Runchvule did1
quite well with their "demonstration"
)
Friday night at the pie supper. They (g
served cocoa and cleared about five g
dollars to put m their club treasury. ;
Mrs. J. D. Hopper and the county
leader visited Moye school Friday;)
uftcrnoon and left the charters for
three standard clubs.

()

j

Curry County possesses a little
land of Arcadia it is the smallest!
community in the county, being only
c
three and a half square miles. Al
little spot where beautiful homes and
outbuild- -'
large barns and well-keJngs form a picture as pleasing a (0)
any that can bo found in the Country
Gentleman. When one thinks of Curry County as a raw county, wholly
undeveloped, just "beginning," is is
the most pleasant tort of surprise to
drive Into a community where there is
every evidence of permanency.
In asking for an explanation of

()

I

fum

rm n

iii--

MIX

TOM

DIRECTION W'lLL.iAM

We

Fox;

asi's

FOX.

presents

The Daredevil of the World
Whose horsemanship is excelled by none

TE5D
JUIUA

Is your kitchen arranged just
ccnvenicntly as you could possibly
wish?
When you wait for the husband the
next time you arc in town, try counter education. You will be surprised
at what you can learn about your job
in about ten minutes at a good hardware or notion counter. I know one
place where they have the dandiest
paring knives for only twenty-fiv- e
cents. There is notb'ng more wasteful or awkward than peeling potatoes with the heel of your butcher
Then just notice the many
knife.
kinds of convenient spoons and forks
and the little "sudser" for small
pieces of soap to use in your dishwater. A woman could spend very
little money on some of that equipment that would mean a very great
deal of drudgery removed.

..lie Texan

'

Christmas

i

HEADC LUARTERS

Our Christmas stock will be open and on
Display beginning December 1st. The
largest stock of Christmas goods in Eastern
New Mexico, consisting of toys of all description and kinds, toy automobiles and
tricycles, Ivory and Cut Glass, Books, etc.

m

l'

Shopping B

City Brag C mpauay
CLOVIS, N. M.

Second Grade Hazel Moore, Warwhich opens Saturday tho 27th. Mr.
C. C. Head, their county leader, ac- ren Curtis, Lewis Thatcher.
Third Grade Annita Waller, Wilcompanies the boys.
liam Boone, Earl Bates, Hazel
The club
for the district Thatcher.
winners came in this week and are
Fourth Grade Marvin Moore,
Fifth Grade Vada Moore, Minnie
certainly something of which any boy
Burnett, Alda White, Bessie Runor girl can be very proud.
nels.
Sixth Grade Crite Hunt, Hermon
Moore, Randol White.
Seventh
Waller,
Grade Irene
FAIRFIELD SCHOOL NOTES
Kathleen
John
Runnels,
Boone,
Gladys Bates.
Tho Fairfield consolidated school
Eighth
ie
Fields, King
has made a record for attendance Runnels.
during the month ending November
First Year High School Jefferson
19th. Following is the honor roll for Boone.
attendance:
Second Year High School Octa
Primer J. D. Harding, Viola, Clark, Raymond Boone, Georgo Mobs.
Thatcher, Rex Williams, Pearl Curtis.
STOP on your way home for bread,
First Grade Jcssio Burnett
pies, cakes, and Parker House rolls at
Reed's Electric Bakery.
He
Grade-r-Lill-

IN

One of the

this intense community
prid'i expressing Itself in homes, ono man said:
"Well, when Mr.
first built his
home it seemed to start an epidemic.
We just all naturally followed in his
lead. And the barns? Oh, we always
did feel tho need of plenty of barn
and stock room. Then these last two
years crops were good and there
wasn't any real reason why we
couldn't improve so that every farm
in this little community has been improved in some way or another."
If that epidemic of improvement
only spreads throughout the county 'S'
the folks from bock east will think
when they come out for another visit
thot a miracle hnsoccurred.
(g)
i

"'"""y

n

-

fik.

4

Howard La Duke of Locust Grove
has set aside his entire plot of Union
County White Corn and is selecting
his seed for next year.
The Quay County stock judging
team leaves this week for Chicago to
be in attendance at the International

CARD OF THANKS

t

wish to thank the people of
and especially the ladies who so
kindly gave the floral offerings at
the burial of my son who died in the
service of our government, overseas.
Mrs Sallle Hamilton.
STOP on your way home for bread,
Parker House rolls at
Reed's Electric Bakery.
lt

pies, cakes, and

100 FULL BLOOD Rhode Island hena
for sale at $1.00 each. J. T. Reed,

East Washington and Oak Streets lte
FOR SALE on easy terms,
modern house, peblcdashed, garage,
few shado and fruit trees. 708 North
Connelly. Like to hove two boarders.
T. A. Bell.
Tho one way to meet the cold snaps
put the snap into buslnoss.

is to

fastest moving plays in which this

popular star has appeared.

Stunts

Blankets,

Army

Sensational Horsemanship
Tense Dramatic Situations

Punctuated through with Comedy
You'll be thrilled

Clothing

Tents, Etc.

You'll like it

New Wool Oliv

Drab Officer's

Blanket

$6.05

Now Wool Gray Officer's Blanket

TWO REEL SUNSHINE COMEDY

'A WAITER'S

Re-iiiu- e

e

WASTED LIFE

A comedy in every sense of the word

Olive Drab Officer's

$8.45

Blanket

$8,95

Gray Officer's Blank!

...$8.45

Refutation Wool Overcoats, marching Ungth, ilightly uted, $10.80

one

that would excite the risibilties of the Sphinx
or an Indian cigar sign.
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON
AT THE

New Regulation O. D. Shirts

$5.75

Khaki Pants, Laca, Regulation, slightly

mat Is Rt?

TuE

makers of Eagle Sliirts have special
methods of insuring that easy hug of the
shoulder line, the perfect set of the neckband,
the generous drape of the body. Such scientific fit is the result of over fifty years of
manufacturing experience. An EAGLE Shirt
fits as you've always wanted a shirt to fit.

Canvaa leggings, Curr, naw

.

...

used

$1.50

.

.........$1.25

Wrap Leggings, New, O. i)

$'.S0

Wrap Leggings, slightly used

Officer's Leather Lagging!, Naw Strap or Spring

....$1.25
Front. ...$8.00

.....$8.00

Naw Army Officer's Draas Shoes, Goodyear Welt
Naw Munaon Lait, Army Refutation

Ruuatt Shoe.

Naw Olira Drab Mackinaw!
Wool Socks, branb new, light or heavy

..$6.80

...

$10.00
,75

Th above sent by prepaid insured parcel pott. .Wo alto carry
a complete line oif tenia, wagon covers, coti, ate. Writ for com-plprice list. Satisfaction guaranteed or money rafundad upon
.ratura of goods. Mafl ordars given special attention. Send chock
at

'

J7y.

Saturday Night
NOVEMBER 27th

t

".

.7r.j

with order.

Kendall Dry Goods Co.

Army Equipment
223 Nerth Sid

Sonar,

Wato, Taaas,

Company
Pkooa USS

